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Preface
In preparing this paper on Cooperative Living, no attempt has
been made to include so-called communities or socialistic ex^^eriments •
Cooperative living, a.s used here, means cooperative housekeeping in
its broadest sense - the cooperative principle a^jplied to all the
occupations incident to domestic life.
A careful search has been made through periodical indexes, house-
hold science magazines and the few books on the subject and extracts
from articles freely quoted for the sake of comparing the various
theories, no originality being claimed for the data collected. Refer-
ence is given to the original article whenever it promises to be of
value to a student of the subject.
The record of actual experiments is for the most part the re-
sult of personal correspondence with peop"'e who have tried some phase
of cooperative housekeeping.
It is hoped that these investigations will be helpful to others
interested in the solution of the domestic problem.

1Introduction
.
If we compare the domestic life of today with that of primitive
society, we find that many occupations, which until the beginning of
the nineteenth century occupied all the spare time of the women of
the world, have passed out of the list of household employments for-
ever.
Dyeing, spinning and weaving, candle, soap, butter and cheese
making, the roasting and grinding of coffee have ceased to be a part
of domestic work. Tailoring is no longer done in the faiiiily and the
manufacture of women's and children's clothes is rapidly passing in-
to the hands of organized industry.
Factories for the canning of fruits and vegetables, preserves,
Jellies, crackers, cakes and a score of other things, have taken
these employments out of the hands of women, leaving as the domestic
v/ork of today, cooking, washing and ironing, sev/ing, mending, the
rearing of children and the general care of the house.
Though the housekeeper has been relieved of many kinds of work,
the standard of home life is so much higher, service called for in
a household so complicated, that one woman must be a very accomplish-
ed person to be adequate to its demands. It is unusual to find a
business house where one man is expected to combine such offices as
book-keeper, porter, engineer and factory hand at the same time,
yet the average family expects its one servant to unite in herself
the accomplishments of trained cook, fine laundress and skilled bakei
,
besides having a general knowledge of how to run the whole house.
Such a diversity of natural aptitudes is rarely found in one v/oman.
The rearing of children and the care of the house must always
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remain domestic employments, but is there any reason why cooking,
laundry work and sewing should continue to be done at great waste
and disadvantage by the mother of the family and such help as she
may be able to procure?
The German and French housewives of cities do not carry on the
trades of baking, washing and ironing under the domestic roof and
thus they simplify the weekly routine.
The lack of competent household service in this country is so
great that mothers of families are weighed down with work and care
and home life everj''where is full of imperfections, discomforts and
disorder. What shall be the remedy for all these ills and v/orries?
During the past few years, thoughtful people have been consid-
ering whether the great jjrinciples of association and cooperation
are not applicable to domestic undertakings as well p.s to commercial
ones. The wisest philanthropists everywhere are working along the
"•.ine of cooperation and every day we hear of new waj'-s in which it is
being tried. Women are learning to organize and work together. In
their clubs, congresses and charitable organizations, in church and
social work, they are learning what a union of plans and action
may accomplish. Only a little encouragement from husbands and fath-
ers is needed to inaiigi^rate cooperative housekeeping and laundries
which will lessen expense and increase comfort and happiness.
Today the existence of several more or less successful attempts
to carry the idea into practice shows that the subject has outgrown
its purely speculative phr se and may be considered one of the prac-
tical problems of the age.
Notwithstanding the fast-growing interest in the subject, es-
pecially by weary housekeepers, there is Ptii.i powa no.c\y-,r.»r>t\'>r\
as to the character and scope of cooperative housekeeping.
4
The one mos', connon has perhaps arisen through the fault of those
who have advoncited the scheme ;.s <•• social or even a socia.list reform,
or from the natural instinct to judge it by past unpleasant expe-
riences in boarding houses or hotels.
More than thirty years ago, the first serious outline of the
;
plan of cooperative housekee )ing was presented in the Atlantic Month-
ly by Mrs. Melusina Pay Peirce, whose idea was not only to relieve
women from care, but to organize housekeeping into a business with
a due subdivision of labor, enabling woman to adapt her inherited
occupation to modern needs . ^Her scheme was not like those of Robert
Owen, Fourier, St .Simon and other dreamers, that families should live
together under one roof • nd have everything in common-she only asked
women to lessen the cost of food, fuel, lighting, cooking, sewing,
washing and cleaning by adopting the organized, instead of the piece-
meal plan.
I
An enormous waste of force is used in modern housekeeping .Each
kitchen has its "Moloch in the cook-stove before which a passing train
of hired girls incessantly does homage". The coal that cooks for "
six could as well cook for sixty. The worry of the family wash-day,
the weekly martyrdom of the housekeeper, has no place under a civil-
ized roof.
"V/hy should the fundamental princii^le of the business world, that
which Herbert Spencer called one of the cardinal truths of sociology,
be ignored in those m.ost important questions of life-v/hat shall we
eat and wherewithal shall we be clothed?" In all other departments
of labor it has produced good results- more skill in execution, great-
er economy and profit.
I
The first step toward cooperative housekeeping is cooperative ^
j buying. If twenty-five families should unite in the purchase of arti-
j^cles by the wholesale which are indispensable to all and which each

4buys at retail, such as fuel, floiir, sugar, tea and coffee, they
would save twelve to fourteen dollars in every hundred of their ex-
penditures. If now these twenty-five families would co a step farther
and combine their separate bills of fare into one and have them Ci^ok-
cd over one fire, they would save two-thirds of the fuel consumed
in the separate cooking of the twenty-five families.
Is it not a tempting proposition? To save fifteen percent of
the food bill and sixty percent of the fuel bill would rdd to the
resources of the fpjnily for culture and accumulation, besides making
life simpler ana living better worth while. The opportunity for
home-making with less housekeeping would not only improve the quality,
but increase the quantity of home life, by bringing its pleasures
and privileges to many to whom they are now denied. To business and
professional women who have no time for housekeeping under present
conditions, it would mean opportunity to gather into groups deter-
mined by affection and escape the trials of boarding-house life. It
wo^ild mean the passing of domestic service, and would give "the
one alien in our homes, neither loved nor loving, the opportunity
to live among those she loves."
The saving of labor and care to housekeepers who are the mothers
of families cannot be estimated. With more time and vigor of body,
they could combine for the study of whi.t conduces to enlightened
motherhood, could make charming social centers of their homes, and
neutralize the attractions of bi"'.liard and club r^'oms, saloons, hotel
parlors and political head -quarters where many men forget their du-
ties to wives and children.
Mrs. Peirce declares that a woman's mission is to be beaut iful{
afford to dress handsomely with the money saved by cooperative

,,
houseV eeping
.
"We have no time for ar^^'thing" is the cry of all women. Yet how
few of them are willing to make experiments, or to work out for th^-
world as it must be worked out, all that the business of cooperation
implies. Every sign of the times shows that it must come. It is a
|l part of every great business, the secret of success in trusts and
combinations of every kind.
The organization of domestic industry and the radical changes
in methods of house-work will result in the improvement and perfec-
tion of American homes. In cities and villages the kitchen and cook-
etove will be banished from the home.
Those who have not considered the subject will protest against
food cooked in quantitj'^ and say that it is impossible to conve: oook
ed food in prime condition into our homes. Those v;ho know what can
be accomplished with proper appliances for delicate and scientific
cookery on a large scale will not doubt that the best food, prepaeed
from the best materials can be brought to the tables of all who live
in large towns at reasonable prices and in inviting form, when cap-
ital and science combine their forces to accomplish this end.
Other objections urged against the plan are difficulties inher-
I;
(lent in human nature. "It presupposes that all persons are equally
,
endowed by nature -vith business instinct, which by cultivation will
|l
develop into business success; overlooking the fact that ninety-five
percent of men do not succeed in business when conducting it inde-
pendently .
"
A man likes his own home and his own table, says another. Yes,
but does he need his own kitchen? Could not the cooking be done out-
side and most of the work of the house be performed at stated inter-
vals by maids and men coming in from the putside, thus making the

home really the home of the family?
The greatest objection to cooperative housekeeping as a remedy
for troubles with servants is the fact that the majority of persons
do not wish it. To many it forebodes only disaster. They predict the
destruction of the home, the disintegration of the family, as some
of its dire results. As a matter of fact, "therels nothing in humar;
nature or experience to indicate that the home is in such unstable
equilibrium that a slight change in its external form would be like-
ly to cause it to totter and fall to destruction."
Another difficulty is to find the required number of families
II
BO nearly identical in tastes and so self controlled as to be able
to cooperate any considerable length of time with harmony and sue-
I' cess. One woman v^ho has followed with deep interest, the experiments
in cooperative housekeeping, said they all had the same history-
newspaper puffing, temporary success, ultimate failure.
Aside from actual experiments of this kind, the growth of the
cooperative idea may be seen in various enterprises. The Woman* s Ex-
changes, where canned fruits, preserves, cakes, pies and bread are
sold, really maintain on the cooperative principle, the women who
contribute to them. Light housekeeping is made possible by the home
||
comforts for consumption to be found in every market-place.
The lack of boarding accommodations in college towns leads to
the formation of student clubs in which meals of fairly good qual-
ity may be had at reasonable rates. The fraternity and sorority hous-
es to be found in such towns are a slightly (Afferent phase of the
ll
same principle
.
In some large French factories, the men have hot dinners sup-
I plied from a cooperative kitchen. Some similar arrangement would be
helpful to girls and women employed in large stores and factories

7vho sustain themselves all day on a few cold sandwiches or pay for
a lunch of pie or cake much more than would provide a s.-itisfying
waria meal at a cooperative club.
Modern tenements, flats, apartment houses and homes for working
women are being built to accommodate some form of cooperative living,
and the principle is beirjg applied to heating, lighting, cleaning,
mending, laundries, bakeries, public kitchens and telephones. In a
New Jersey town, fifty families once hired their physician by the
year at fifty dollars a family.
Thus the indications thicken about us that the process of evo-
lution in domestic life is to continue. The need of reform is urgent
and various theories have been advanced for the solution of the ser-
vant problem which it will oe interesting to compare.

(1)
Cooperative housekeeping according to Mrs. "Peirce's plan neans
association in a stock company of not fewer than twelve or fifteen
families. The first step is the opening of a cooperative grocery
on the plQn adopted b.' the Rochdale pioneers, and this is to be fol-
lowed by the opening of a cooperative bakery, and later by a kitchen
for cooking soups, meats and vegetables. The next department to be
organized is that of sewing, beginning with the establishment of a
small dry-goods store and developing from this the making of under-
clothes, dresses, cloaks and bonnets. The last step is to organ-
ize a cooperative laund^'y
The main industries pursued in every home, cooking, sewing,
and laundering are to be taken out of the home and carried on at a
central point, while the profits on all the retail purchases accrue
ultimately to the purchasers. The advantages in the scheme are in
the saving of expense in buying, economy in the preparation of all
the materials consumed, a division of labor on the part of the coop-
erators which enables each to follow her own tastes in work, and a
removal of all difficulties in the question of service by making
servants responsible to a corporation, not to individuals.
The essential point in the whole scheme is that each house-
keeper is to take an active part, not only in the management, but
also in the active work of the association, since cooperation ceases
to be such if one individual or manager is paid for assuming respo»
sibility of the business.
"Atlantic, 1868,22:513-24; 682-97 ;also 1869, 27>: 29-39 ;161; 286.
Salmon, Lucy - Domestic service. 1901, p. 186.

9(2)
The ideal cooperative Tnansion of the future will offer to its
one or two thousand members the choice of a great variety of dwell-
ings, differing in the number, size, and position of rooms according
to the wants, tastes and needs of the tenants, with common enjoy-
ment of spacious, well-warraed imd ventilated halls, lifts, porter-
service, call-boys, firemen and watchmen; the opportunity of using
a steam laundry, special post and telegraph office, Turkish and Ro-
man baths, a kindergarten and hospital suite, large and small araw-
I'ing and dining rooms, music, dancing and card rooms, libraries, smok-
ing and billiard rooms. The whole, if conducted on true coopera-
tive principles, to be obtained at a smaller cost than we now pay
for our unsatisfactory dwellings and servants.
The system must begin with the u^per and upper middle classes,
but it is still more desirable for the lower and lower middle class-
es who are relatively more wastefully lodged and fed than their rich
er neighbors, because they must buy in quantities so small that they
often pay double the sura the article is worth.
Nineteenth Century, 1877, 2: 283-91
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(3)
A. centralized establishment for washing, ironing, heating and
cleaning is to be called a domestic depot, located so as to facil-
itate communication with perhaps fifty households and connect'--d with
each house so that talk and work may pass to r.nd fro as readily as
now between kitchen and dining room. It will be organized to receive
materials and supplies either from the house or from merchants and
the market; to deal with these as directed and to return results to
the housekeeper in the best and promptest manner. Heat and light
will oe furnished to each house from the central depot and the cost
of living reduced twenty-five or thirty percent.
A square in a city, bounded by four streets, will accommodate
fifty families. On one of the side streets the domestic depot will
be located, connected by pneumatic tubes and telephone wires with
every house in the square. The tubes v/ill be large enough to con-
vey most articles that go into the kitchen and will be fitted with
carrying c^'-linders of various sizes and descriptions, suited to the
wants of a, family.
Housekeepers can order vegetables and meats cleaned and dress-
es for cooking at home or have the dinner cooked, ready to serve
on the table at a certain hour, despatched to the pantry in the house
by pneumatic tubes more easily than from one floor to another by ounb
waiters.
The principal saving in the current expense vail be in fuel.
One girl can do the work now required by three. With no dirt coming
into the house, no fires to tend, none of the incessant calls to the
door to meet tradesfolk and to receive supplies; with cooking, laun-
dry work and cleaning reduced to a minimum, domestic service will be
shorn of half its terrors and more than half its cost.
Atlantic, 1681, 48: :535-38.
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(4)
In connection with the above theory, it will be interesting
to watch the result of the followin^^now being tried in Chicago,
called the "Ablett Pood Subway System."
Mr. John Ablett, former president and manager of the London
Distributing Kitchens is now in Chicago, promoting; an enlargement
of the plan of the London company, which sends out cooked menls from
a central kitchen to certain of its customers. His idea is to have
one central kitchen in which all the cooking, heating, lighting and
laundry work will be done for a group of houses in its neighborhood.
Shallow subways will connect the houses with the kitchen and along
these will pass to and fro the cars, containing the foofi
,
laundry
work, etc. These underground tunnels will also contain the tele-
phone and lighting wires as well as the hot and cold water pipes for
heating and cooling purposes.
A stock company has been formed which will buy a plot of ground
and erect houses connected v/ith a central kitchen, which will be an
ornamental structure, so arranged that the upper story may be occu-
pied by the household brigade, the members of which will do all the
domestic v/ork of the group.
The company will manage the plant, charging the people mod-
erate prices for food, heat, light, etc.
Mr. Ablett is receiving much encouragement and people are in-
clined to be enthusiastic over his plan. Staid business men tell
him that once the system is in working order, it will"take like wild-
fire."
The sketch on the next page will assist in understanding the
'system.
Mr. John Ablett, 3244 Wabash Ave. Chicago, 111.
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(5)
The city of the future will not build houses in squares, giving
|to every house an individual kitchen and prison-like back yard. It
will build them all around an open square, and the part now disfig-
ured with the kitchen will be given over for a household sitting-
|jroom or nursery, opening into a great green space, where children
can play in safety and through which the free air of heaven can blow
into the houses surrounding it.
In every square will be found a scientifically constructed
building containing a laundry and a grert kitchen, supplied with
'every modern appliance for skilled and scientific cookery and also
for sending into every dining room any desired quantity or variety
|iof food.
The individuality of the home and the home table will be pre-
served and the kitchen odors and the hired girl will be banished.
Such an arrangement would not interfere with certain convenient ar-
It'angeraents for varying the home table with special viands prepared
jEt home. In these days of ornamental refrigerators, gas stoves and
ingenious cooking utensils, many articles of food could be prepared
by the mistress of the house without soiling her dress or hands,
^f required, organized labor will send a competent person into the
house every morning to s\yeep, dust and put in ordf-r. Thousands of
girls who are now in shops and factories v/ould prefer to work in
I'
homes if the heavy, grimy work of cooking and laundering were not re-
quired of them and they could have specific hours of labor.
Forum, 1889, 8: 113-15.
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(6)
In starting a cooperative kitchen, a certain minimum basis of
business is guaranteed and the best cooks and caterer available are
employed. In order to give the caterer the best advantage for buying
at wholesale and avoid waste of providing for contingent demands,
all orders for meals should be received t'velve hours in advance,
with extra charge for delayed orders. The kitchen being run to pay
expenses only, everything should be absolutely at cost.
Mr. Bellamy says "Does any one doubt that such a kitchen would
be able to buy food at greater advantage, cook it with greater
skill, and serve it better than the average housekeeper could buy
it, the average domestic cook it, and the average hired girl serve
it? And do the whole with as great a saving to all concerned^ in
nerve wear as in money?"
(7)
Another article fives an illustration and plan for the erectior
of a block of buildings, connected in such a way that housework and
general supply features will be cared for in one central building.
The illustration shows twenty-four houses laid out in such a
scheme, but the plan is equally applicable to fifty houses. These
being without kitchens and dining rooms would admit of great varie-
ty and construction of interior arrangement.
Prom the rear of the ground floor of each house in the block,
a covered passagewa: leads to a back building large enough for a din-
ing room. Prom each dining room a covered passagev/ay extends to a
central building containing the laundry and kitchen and fitted up
for lighting, heating and servants' quarters.
Crood Housekeeping, 1690, 10; 75-76.
Scientific American, 1890, 63: 66.
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The central building is . connect ed with each building In the
block by speaking tubes and telephones for ordering supplies for
each meal. There would be no smell of cooking or washing of dishes
in the house, no laundry work or care of furnaces. The superintenet-
ent of the general supply building would buy in large quantities,
thus getting the benefit of wholes;.le prices.
(8)
The costliness of the system of cooking our food in our own
homes is increasing every year. The first question is - Have we yet
arrived at that extravagant point of living at home when it will be
possible to obtain a food supply of the like, or better quality
,
from outside, at no increase of cost ?
The answer will be found to be an unqualified affirmative, for
by cooperation!, wear, tear and waste are reduced to a minimum. To
demonstrate this ans\7er, the author takes a specific area and shows
the annual sura of money which would be freed by the abolition of the
domestic kitchen, a sum sufficient to run a central supply kitchen
of quite first r^te to meet all requirements. Barely stated, the
p
economics appear at first incredible. The relative cost of individ-
ual and cooperative kitchens in a given area, with a central supply
kitchen as central point of a circle with a quarter-mile radius, is
illustrated by the use of tabulated forms, with estimates of the cost
of necessary plant and buildings. It is demonstrated that there are
many [groups of 3500 person*, representing two hundred seventy house-
holds who are spending 50000 poundsper annum for the privilege of
having their food cooked in their own homes in place of one third of
that sura expended in accordance with the best known principles of
cooperation.
Nineteenth Century, 1893, 33: 310-19.
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Such details are su^^^ested as the \>bc of heated carts and vans
the porterage of light and cold viands by boys on carrier tricycles,
and the necessity of hot closets in the houses, heated by gas, for
keeping hot the various courses.
(9)
A suggestion is made for a culinary depot in every street, from
which meals could be sent out after the fashion of every foreign
town where restaurateurs and tat tori abound.
At Nice, Rome and many other places the dinner is brought into
the apartments by a nan from the restaurants, and few v/ho have lived
in continental towns - Paris, Dresden, Brussels, Pau - have not expe
rienced the convenience of being served with food on the well-known
traiteur sj^^stem.
Public opinion and competition would secu-^e variety and excel-
lence of bills of fare.
The menu for the day should be sent round every morning, and
orders taken, and there raig'at be a seconc'.ary kitchen for plain
luncheons and servants* and childrens' dinners.
The depot should be connected by telephone with all houses em-
ploying it tp allow ordering an extra dish in emergency.
Nineteenth Century, 1093, 33: 126-38.
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(10)
The prophetic e.ye sees in the futiire cities filled with asso-
ciated mansions, each with its coffee room and (general dining room
for the accoi^inodation of those who prefer it, yet each house con-
structed on a scale so large as to preclude gossip and secure all
the privacy that nay be enjoyed in a Itrge hotel.
Near the associated mansion will oe the associated kitchen
with its professional directors and a staff of peripatetic general
house servants. The associated kitchen is not meant to be a joint
kitchen establishment, for that has failed and would inevitably fail
' How much healthier and therefore happier will be the housewife
of the future as she dons her hat and gloves on a June morning to
walk do^m town with her husband after breakfast to order the dinner,
to carry her last article to the printer, to paint in her studio,
or to spend her hours in superintending the work at her own place of
business. Will not the husband have greater pleasure in the sight of
a serene, well dressed woman at the head of his table than many a
man does now in the disenchanting vision th. at confronts him at the
home table?
New England Magazine, 1895, 2: 159-6:5.

ir
(11)
Mrs. Johnson's theory is that the necBBsary capital for a co-
operative enterprise could be raised in fifty dollar shares taken
by one hundred householders, all of whom should live vathin a short
distance of one another and in a locality of not more than a quar-
ter-mile radius from the central cooperative kitchen, the necessity
for this being that the shareholders would also be the customers.
By this means f'^SOOO would be raised and as no shareholder would be
entitled to more than one sha-e, the sum each would invest could
be easily risked in the venture. The expense would be divided for
ranges, fuel, ovens, utensils, Covered hand-carts for delivering
food, dinner carriers, printing, postage, and contingency fund.
The price charged for dinners would not amount in a year to
more than the money now spent in buying food alone, and the saving
to each householder in money would be the difference between the
cost of a cook as at present and the cost of arrangements by which
housework may be done in future. Better dinners would be secured,
as well as immunity from present vexations.
Wholesale buying from retail tradesmen in the neighborhood is
suggested, thus avoiding unfriendly relations with them.
(12)
In suburban towns, houses could be grouped, each distinct and
having its own yard, but all kitchenlees and connected by covered
ways with the eating house. ITo detached prophecy can be made of the
precise forms which would ultimately prove most useful and pleasant,
but the growing social need is for the specializing of the industrief
practised in the home and for the proper provision for them.
Johnson, Mr6 . M. W. ^.^c,-^
Central cooperative kitchens instead of private cooks. Lend-

The cleaning required in each house would be nuch reduced by the
removal of the two chief elements of household dirt- grease and ashee
.
Meals could of course be served in the houses as long as desir-
ed, but when people become accustomed to pure, clean homes, where
no steaming industry is carried on, they will gradually prefer to
go to their food instead of having it brought to them. Families coulc
go to eat together, Just as they go to listen to music or a play to-
gether, but if it fell out that different individuals presumed to
develop an appetite at different hours, they could meet it without
interfering with other people's comfort or sacrificing their own.
Any housewife knov/s the difficulty of always getting a family to-
gether at meals. Why try? Then arises sentiment and r.sserts that fam-
ily affection, family unity, the very existence of the family, depenc
on their being together at meals. A family unity Avhich is only bound
together by a table-cloth is of questionable value.
There are several professions involved in our clumsy method of
housekeeping. A good cook ia not necessarily a good manager, or a
good manager a thorough and accurate cleaner, or a good cleaner a
good purchaser.
Under the free development of these branches, a woman could
choose her profession, train for i^ , and become a valuable function-
ary in her special branch, all the while living in her own home, as
a man does, spending certain hours of the day at work and others
at home
.
Attempts at cooperation so far have endeavored to lessen the
existing labors of women without recognizing their need for other
occupation, and this is one reason for their repeated failure.
"'an;- fear •*;^_ls novenpr.* rrr' Tr-.-«-j-i-- 4-^^^ *q r^r^r^' * t'v*.-*.^ ^.
Gilman, Mrs. Charlotte Perkins (Stetson)
Woman and economics. Host. 1900.
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no cause for alarm. We are not coing to lose our homes nor any of
the sweetness and happiness that go with them; but v;e are coing to
lose our kitchens as we have lost our laundries and bakeries. We
shall have homes that are places to live and love in, to rest and
play i^, to be alone in and to be together in; and they will not be
confused and declassed by admixture with any other industry whatever-
When parents are less occupied in getting food and cooking it,
in getting furniture and dusting it, they may find time to give
new thought and new effort to the care of their children.
If household service becomes a profession as Mrs. Gilman pre-
dicts, servants will be employed under more satisfactory, permanent,
and self respecting conditions than they now enjoy. They will find
work at the laundries, cooperative kitchens and employment agencies.
They will become employees and cease to be servants, and their ser-
jvice will be np longer personal, but professional. This being true,
they will take a pride in their work as other workers take in their
trades and instead of regarding their occupation as a last resort
or a makeshift, will fit themselves for it as an honorable and per-
manent means of livelihood.
The eight hour worker has her place in housework, but it will
be in the cooperative kitchen of which we dream, in the bal-rery, can-
nery and laundry which will accompany it, where perfect division of
labor and oversight will rule.
See also Boston Cooking School Magazine, Hov. 1901,
Cooperative housekeeping; how it should and should not be done.
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^0^®^ for ^>^[orkins ^-J^oi}?^'
The need of better hones for women vz-orkers is attracting the
attention of the thoughtfi'l minds of the day. "Society is insecure
if women are insecure." Mrs. Oilman says that our assumption that
only married people and their immediate relations have any right
to live in comfort and health is erroneous. Every human being needs
a home- bachelor, husband or widower, girl, wife or widow- young
or old
.
We should so build and arrange for the comfort and shelter of
humanity as not to interfere with marriage and yet not to make that
|l
comfort dependent upon marriage. With the industries of home-life
managed professionally, with rooms and suites of rooms and houses
obtainable by any persons desiring them, we could live singly with-
j out losing home comfort and general companionship.
I
Mrs. Gilman advocates the building in our large cities of com-
modious and well served apartment houses, on a substantial business
basis, for professional women with ffunilies. The apartments would-
be v/ithout kitchens but there would be a common kitphen from which
meals could be served to the families in their rooms or in a common
dining room as preferred. The cleaning would be done by efficient
workers engaged by the manager, and a roof garden, day nursery and
kindergarten under professional nurses and teachers would insure
proper care of the children.
The privacy of the home could be as well maintained in such
a building as in any flat or apartment under present methods. The
food would be better and cheaper, and this would be true of the ser-
vice and all common necessities.

The extension of the cooperative policy in creating horaes for
women is greatly to be desired.
II
If one thousand unna^-ried women, instead of living scattered
over a large city could be made to combine their incomes and live
together, they could obtain a thousand conveniences of which tji-ay
i
are deprived while living apart. They would be in greater financial
j
security, and having ample opportunity to enter, or avoid entering,
into the most varied relations with each other, would have the best
chance of happiness.
I
To cinticipate the objection that this is mere theory, the writ-
er gives a list cf over one hundred institutions in -.'hich the theory
is put in practice, about half of them being self-supporting.
At first sight, on inquiring into the origin of these institu-
tions, the cooperative theory seems to fail. The helpful idea as us-
ual, came from those not in need of help. During the last thirty
I
years, kind-hearted women, seeing the privations and insecurity of
'young girls who had to earn a living away from home, devised a s-ib-
j
stitute for the natural home, the bulk of the funds being as a rule
obtained from wealthy patrons.
Arena, 1898, 19; 397-417

LIST OF GIRLS' COOPERATIVE BOARDING HOMES.
This list is a revised edition of one published in Appleton's Annual Cyclopedia for 1890, pp. 383-385, which was compiled by correspondence, aided by
the list in chapter II of the 4th annual report of the U. 3. Department of I-abor. It was the intention to exclude all Institutions hearing the character
of hospitals, orntian asyUuus, reformatories, or old ladles' retreats. Information in regard to any mistakes in this respect, and in regard to omissions,
will be (jratefully received. The term " self-sunportltig " Is not intended to include rent, taxes, interest, or extensive repairs or improvements. W. C. A.,
Women's Christian Association; Y. W. C. A., Young Women's Christian Association; L. C. U., Ladies' Christian Union.
Locality.
Albany, N. Y.
Baltimore, Md.
Bangor, Me . .
.
Boston, Mass.
Brantford, Canada
Brooklyn, N. Y
Buffalo, N. Y....
u
Charleston, S. C
Chicago, 111
Name.
Y. W. C. A.
Y. W. C. A
Female Christian Home
St. Paul's House,St. Paul Parish (Episcopal).
St. Vincent's Home
King's Daughters' Home
Y. W. C. A
Y. W. C. A
New England Helping Hand Home
Home of the Gray Nuns for Working Girls.
Y. W. C. A. Temporary Home.
Society for the Aid of Friendless Women
and Children
St. Phoebe's Mission
W. C.A
Catholic Home for Young Girls
Home for Mothers, Widows, and Daughters
of Confederate Soldiers.
Y. W. C. A, Boarding Home
Y. W. C. A. Transient Home
West Chicago Y. W. C. A
Home for Self-supporting Women
Address.
5 Lodge St.
128 W. Franklin St.(cor.Park Ave.)
416 N. Greene St
309 Cathedral St
108 N. Front St
18 Middle St
40 Berkeley St., cor. Appleton-
68 Warrenton St
124 Pembroke St
89 Union Park St
127 Brant Ave
20 Concord St
125 De Kalb Ave
10 Niagara Square
66 Franklin St....
Broad St
288 Michigan Ave.
57 Center Ave
55 S. Ada St
275 Indiana St
Weekly charge,
room and board.
25 CtS. to $1.00
per night.
$2.75—13.25
$2.75
$3.00
$2.50
Up to $3.00
$3.50—$5.00
$3.50—$5.00
$3.00
$2.50—$5.00
$2.50—$4.00
Lodging.
Free.
$2.50—$4.00
$3.00
Variable.
$4.00—$6.00
$3.00
$3.25— $5..50
$2.50—$3.50
Self-support-
ing.
Yes
No .
Yes
Yes
No ..
Yes .
Yes .
Yes .
Yes .
Yes .
Free
Nearly
Nearly
No . . .
.
Yes
No .
Yes
Yes
Capa^
city.
J
13
50 \
30 i
20 ^
60
18 .
156
225 a
185 J
12
125 8
100 J
150 "
300 :^
25'^
65 o
65 o
__ j.ixo uj. ouuions is cooperation, their suc-
cess naturally suggests the establishment of larger ones, cooperative
even in origin. Two interesting movements in this direction hbtc .in
progress in ITew York in 1898.
The first Wcis the Woman's Apartment House Association, of which
Miss Janet C.Lewis was moving spirit. It proposed to erect a ten-
story building containing small apa-tments, suites and single rooms,
studios, club-rooms and a restaurant. Its object was to accommodate
the large number of educated, self-supporting women in Hew York, as
well as the many young women ',7ho come to the city to study.
The second enterprise was that of Miss Alice L. Woodbridge,
secretary of the Working Women's Society. The plan ^vas to establish
a cooperative home for working women, beginning with domestic serv-
r~ts, w^o, w'-.en out o:" employment, are "orceO to spend their meager

hlciHro, III
!
'liu-lniinti, O....
'U'vi'liiiul, ()
I'oluiubus, O
Dallits, Texas. . .
.
Denver, Colo.—
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mioh
Krie, Pa
Fort Wiiyne, lud.
.
Iliunilton, Ontario,
Hannibal, Mo
Hastings, Neb
Indianapolis, lud.
Jiacksou, Mich
umsas City, Mo .
.
^eavenworth,Kau.
p08 Angeles, Cal.
Louisville, Ky
liowell. Mass
lemphis, Tenn.
.
Milwaukee, Wis.
MiuneapoIi8,Minn.
Wonicn'8 Model Workshop and liOdglnK Ilounf
Si. .losi'ph's Home
•I.uie Club
W. C. A
w. c. A
St. I\I:iry"n Home (Catholic)
Hoarding House for Wonieu (Wonum's Edu
eational and Industrial Uuiou.)
Girls' Coiiperativo Home
Y. \v. c. A ;;;
Huslnes.s Women's Association
Young Wonuin'-s Home
St. Mary's Home (Catholic)
llouie of the Friendless [[W. ('. A. Hoarding Home
Y. W. C. A. Home '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.
[
Y. W. C. A. Hoarding House
Home for the Kriendless
Hethany llotne (W. C. T. U)
Friends' Hoarding Home
w S'l;'"'""'^'"' '^'""^ the Friendless.'
'.
'.
\ . VV. C. A. Home
Kansas Associatiou for Friendless Women-.Flower Festival Home
W. C. A. Boarding Home
^j^'.^f Women and Children.Anna Bnukley Home
Woman's Christian Friendly Society
.
Girl's Home (Catholic)....
....
W. C.A
W. C. A. (Branch Home) ....*.','
'.
.' .' .' .'
.'
'.
'.
',
2(7 West I'(,lk Ht.
lO'.'S. May Ml....
•Jfi.t Kwing St
2(1 K. Hih SI
K! Walnut St
lO.t Harmon St...
(54 South 4th St.
.
223 HoHs Ave
172;j Stout St
. ,
1108 Pleasant St
Cliflbrd St. and Adams Ave
87 Henry St
Warren Ave., near Woodward '. .
018 French St
49-51 W. Berry St
17 Main St., West
fith and Hill Sts
139 E. 5th St
211 EastN. Y. St
. .
Cor. Clinton and Ingham Sts...
9th and Broadway
267 Marshall St
125 East 4th St
530 First St
159 Pawtucket St
455 Shelby St
502 Milwaukee St
Sycamore St., bet. 11th and 12th.
409 S. 6th St
108 S. 7th St
"
ro'liii ami liiianl.
15 CtH. u night.
e2.(xj en.oo
•3.(M)
»3.l2-»4.fiO
»2.r)0—«.«.00
«2.50—$3.00
e2.75—«4.00
«3.50
»2.50—«;4.00
»2.50—$4.00
$1.75—«3.00
Up to ftl.OO
«!2.50—$3.50
«2.50—$4.00
$2.50—»3.00
Free.
$2.00
$3.00—$3.50
Variable.
$3.00—$4.50
$3.00
$3.50
$2.50
Variable.
$1.50—$3.00
$3.00—$4.00
$2.50—$3.00
$3.00—$4.00
$2.50—$3.00
Hr|(.ail|,|,u,t.
Illlf.
No . .
,
Yen ..
Yen .
.
No . . .
,
Yob . .
.
Yes ...
Yes ...
Yes ...
Yes ...
Nearly
Yes .
.
.
Yes ...
No ...
Nearly
Yes . .
.
.11,
No ...
No ...
Yes .
No ...
.
No ....
Yes . .
Yes . .
.
No ...
No ...
Yes ...
Yes ...
Yes ...
Yes ...
Nearly
Montgomery, Ala
Montreal, Canada
Montreal, Canada.
NewBedfordjMass
Newburyport, Mass,
New Haven, Conn
.
New York, N. Y .
Oakland, Cal
Ottawa, Canada.
.
Peoria, HI
Peterboro, Canada
Philadelphia, Pa..
Working Women's Home
Y. W. C. A
Y.W. C. A. Temporary Home for Working Girls
Ladies' Benevolent Institution
Sheltering Home
W. C. A. Boarding Home
Y. W. C. A. Girls' Boarding Home
Y. W. C. A
Margaret Louisa Home for Protestant Young
Women (boarding department Y.W. C. A)
Y. W. C. A. West Side Settlement
L. C. U. Young Women's Home
L. C. U. Branch Home for Women
L. C. U. Eva Home
Shelter for Respectable Girls
Temporary Home for Women
Women's Lodging House
Free Home for Destitute Young Girls ...
Elizabeth Home for Girls
Young Women's Home Society (French
Evangelical).
St. Barnabas Home for Friendless Women.
Y. W. C. A
Y. W. C. A
Home for the Friendless
Y. W. C. A. Boarding Home
W. C. A. Boarding Home . . .
.
W. C. A. (transient)
Boarding Home for Girls (of St. James Guild),
Boarding Home for Young Protestant Women.
Cor. Adams and Union Sts .
.
896 Dorchester St
2434 St. Catherine St
31 Berthelet St
92 St. Urbain St
Cor. Lincoln and Union Sts.
13 Market St
568 Chapel St
14-16 East I6th St
453 West 47th St
27 Washington Square
308 Second Ave
153 East 62d St
241 West 14th St
219 Second Ave
6 Rivington St.
23 East 11th St..
307 East 12th St.
341 West 30th St.
304 Mulberry St.
1424 Franklin St
133-135 Metcalfe St
Knoxville and Thrush Aves.
913-915 Clinton St.
834 Pine St
Free. No 50
$2.50—$4.50 No 70
$2.50 No 18
Variable. No 165
$2.00 No 30
$3.50—$6.00 No 14
$3.25—$3.75 No 25
$3.50—$5.00 Yes 62
About $8.00 115
$3.00—$3.50 No 17
$3.00—$5.00 Nearly .. 84
$3.00—$5.00 Yes .... 38
$4.00—$6.00 Yes 40
$3.75—$5.00 No 40
$1.40—$2.00 Nearly .
.
50
(lodging).
$1.00 (lodg- Yes 100
ing).
Free. No 28
$1.50 No 60
$4.00 Yes .... 20-
Nominal and No 48
free.
$3.00—$5.00 Yes . . .
,
45
$2.50—$5.00 44
Up to $2.00 No 40
$2.25—$3.00 Nearly .
.
11
$3.00—$6.00 Yes 250
25 to 50 cts. a 35
night.
$3.50—$5.00 Nearly •
.
12
$3.00 No . 52
$3.00 26

LooKltty.
I'liiliulolphln, Ta.
rntHiiiii-Ki
rort laiui, Mt«.
l*i>rlliiini, ()r(>);()i>
I 'iDVidt'llOC, U. I .
t^iu>l)oo, Ciinnda.
.
(^iliioy, 111
Ikiohiiioiul, Va- • •
Hookfonl, 111. ..
HaRiuuw (K.) Mii'h
Saint Louis, Mo.
Saint rani, Minn
Saloni, Mass
San Francisco, Cal
Savannah, Qa
Seattle, Wash ....
Springfield, Mass
Syracuse, N. Y . .
Toledo, O
'rorouto, Canada.
Troy, N. Y
Utica, N. Y
Washington, D. V
Worcester, Mass.
Tomnornry IIoni<» for \\ (iriu<n and Children.
SI. MurgaiffH lltMiHo
Tcniporarv Home lor DcHliluto Wonii'u
\\ . I'. A. SOuiig Woiucn'H Ilonio
I'orllaiiil Women's Union
V. W. (;. A
V. W. C. A
Marlu Homo
W. C. A
Y. W. C. A. Hoarding Homo
W. ('. A
Y. W. V. A. Hoarding Home
Home for the Friendless
W. C. A. Hoarding Home
Young Women's Fricmdly Association
Working Women's Bureau
Y. W.C. A
San Francisco (iirls' Union
Louisa Porter Home
The Sarah H. Yesler Home
\'. W.
w. c.
Y. W.
Y. W.
Y. W.
Y. W,
W. C.
W. C.
Boarding Home
A
A
A. Southern Branch.
C. A
A. Industrial Home
A. Boarding Home
Y'oung Women's Christian Home.
Institute of Our Lady of Mercy • •
Y. W. C. A
fion Norlh Olh Ht
n-llll (iermantown Ave i.
D.'id I'enri. Ave
2(1 Spring St
MO FlunilerH St
122 Fountain Si
7.'t Malhi'wson SL
125 (iovernor St
125 Anni^ St
:i\:t York St
70S) -7 II K. Franklin St
22(! S. Madison St
Cor. Howaril and McCroskySts.
iHll Washington Ave
Cor. .lacksoii and 7th Sta
12 Elm St
l'25!)()'FarrellSt
i)20 IMne St
23 East Charlton St
2(1 Av(!., North, cor. Kepuhlican.
19 Bliss St
518 South Salina St
G22 Madison St
18 Elm St
79 Richmond St., W
33 Second St
21 Court St
1719 13th St., N.W
311 C St., N. W
222 N. Capitol St
10 Chatham St
nkly t-li«r||ii,
I oimI iMiaril.
82.50-$a.00
a.'i.oo
9;i.oo e-LOO
»:i.00 -»3.50
«;i.oo-»7.oo
9.'). 50 ^i.OO
91.00
-81.00
-04.00
-82.50
82.50
8;i.5o
82 -50
82.00
82.00
82.00
82.50
Variable.
8."t.25 85.00
82.25- 8'^.50
82.15
8:1.00—80.00
83.50—85.00
81.50
83.00—85.00
$3.25—84.50
83.00
$3..W—84.00
8'2.50—
.S4.00
$2.25-82.50
84.00—85.25
.$2.50
$1.00—83.50
$2.00—.$3.00
Variable.
$3.50—85.00
ll«ir-au|ipurl Cti
.
tut tut/
Nearly
No ....
No ...
VeM ..
Nearly
YeH ..
VeH ..
VeH ..
No ...
Nearly
N(;arly
Yes ..
No ...
Yes ..
Nearly
No
No .. .
Yes .
.
No ...
Yes ..
Yes .
Nearly
Yes ..
Nearly
Nearly
Yes ..
No ...
No ...
No ...
Yes .
.
Yes ..
87
20
2M
12"
125
20
5
)
20
'
45
17'
00'
lOO'
50
'
'25'
70
27
30
40
40
32
15
56
20
58
20
50
.50
30
82
Since the basis of these institutions is cooperation, their suc-
cess naturally suggests the establishment of larger ones, cooperative
even in origin. Two interesting movements in this direction NBire in
progress in Hew York in 1898.
The first was the Woman's Apartment House Association, of which
Miss Janet C.Lewis was moving spirit. It proposed to erect a ten-
story building containing small apartments, suites and single rooms,
studios, club-rooms and a restaurant. Its object was to accommodate
the large number of educated, self-supporting women in ITew York, as
well as the many young women 'Tho come to the city to study.
The second enterprise was that of Miss Alice L. Woodbridge,
secretary of the Working Women's Society. The plan ivas to establish
a coo;jerative home for working women, beginning with domestic serv-
r.-ts, w^o, w>en out o." emp''oyment, are "orceri to spend their meager
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savings for wre-tched accoirunodfit i ons in tenement houses.. The vork of
the home v/as to be done by the inmates and the expenses shared.
It will be interesting to observe ^.vhether Mr. D. 0. Mi "> 1 s Men's
Lodging House \Yi 11 yield the profit that he expects. Its success ^nill
encourage imitators, and if it proves its usefulness for men, it
goes vathoi:t saying that a similar enterprise for women would succeed
since it is needed much more.
The Woman's Hotel, described by Mr. Stein, is really a clearing
house, where employer and employee can find each other with the least
trouble. It is not only a home for working v/omen, but a training
school for domestic science, dress-making, mi'^liner;,, stenography,
type-writing, book-keeping, etc. Paci"'ities are offered for mental
improvement in study classes, library and lecture halls. The hotel
which offers all these things, together with social and other advan-
ta^^ec in the came building where meaLs are taken, affords the great
-
economy of time, gradually becoming the focus of the University T'xten
sion movement .
The new Woman's Hotel recently erected in ITev/ York city recalls
Sir Gilbert Parker's plan for a Woman's Hotel.
A design for a block of flats for women to house one hundred
fifty people shows an arrangement of one, two, or three room -^..M^yi^.
At the back of the site and top lighted are the common dining, read-
ing rooms and kitchen. The central block contains servants' rooms.
Harper's Ba/.aar, 1901, 10: ."^l.
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The Woman's Industrial Council of London has obtained statistics
from five hundred '.voinen workers on how they live and how they wish
to live. From the deductions it is clear that the idea of cooperative
life is becoming jnore ^^opular^ and the twentieth century will probably
witness its development.
For women at least til efforts in that direction have been clum-
sy, certain ancient notions clogging the wheels of advance. When
I
these are removed, cooperative life will develop easily, combining
as it should, perfect privacy of home with possible, but not inevit-
able society, while the necessary social restraint need not mar th^
free development of each individual life.
Of the three hundred seventy women who expressed wishes as to
how they would like to live, three hundred forty-five ask for a com-
jbined dwelling, a combination of individual privacy with coopera-
tive c-.dvantage, conducted on broad, liberal lines in touch with the
needs and spirit of the day.
In any scheme for housing women, one thing is to be borne in
mind- women are not children. The average. of those tabulated was
thirty
-four.
Other requirements for a successful home may be deduced from
the letters.
The first principle in building for women is to forget that they
are women. Provide rooms as for men, with the same absence of grand-
motherly regulations, giving perfect freedon.
The rooms should vary in size, nnmber and rental to meet the
needs of varying incomes, and should admit of real privacy. There
should be a common kitchen, and a restaurant to which men could be
Nineteenth Century, 1900, 47: 471-84.
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admitted, for the sake of elevating the conversation and incidentally
the quality of the food. It is thought unvmolesome to excliide men
and make a sort of worldly nunnery of such a home.
There should be no foolish and unnecessary rules, and no suspi-
cion of charity m the scheme.
"A castle in the air" ^7ould be a large buildin- with accommoda-.
{or
tions^two hundred educated
-/orking people. There v/ould be fifty sin-
gle rooms, one hundred sets of double rooms, and twenty-five three
or four room suite*
,
where friends might live together, or a broth-
er and sister share a home. Aloft in the gables artists could pitch
their easels and in distant corners of the house musicians could have
their pianos.
On the main floor would be the committee room, library, ne-^s-
paper room, smoking room and a dining^all where those who wished
might eat
.
In a work room or mendery, all the evils that garments are heir
to would find speedy attention at the hands of expert needle
-women
.
Such a building would be a profitable investment if rightly man-
aged. It should be superintended by a lady warden, appointed by and
||responsible to a committee of management.
Perhaps the latest phase of American housekeeping is the girl-
fcachelor establishment s,)ringing up in all our large cities. The
piethod is probably derived from the customs of art life abroad or
^ reminiscence of college experiences. There are hundreds of little
bats in Kew York and other cities where two or more bright business
or professional women have joined forces and solved the housekeeping
r..ohi.n,
boarc^lng mistress and the servant girl.
Forum, 189.-^, 14: 778-88.
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Such a way of livinc does not admit of ostentation, hardly of economy
but we may be hopeful of the future when people of culture are will-
ing to perform the humble tasks of the day. A girl boarding alone
in a great city is apt to drift out of touch vath home life or lose
something of that svreet hone naking quality that should be one of
her chief charms.
One instance of a girl- bachelor establishment may be quoted.
Five girls, art students in TTe:7 York, rented a seven room, stei^m
heated flat. The work was divided equally, each girl taking the part
she could do best tind most conveniently. The average time required
for- work each day by ecich girl was about one hour, a woman being
engaged occasionally for general cleaning. The average monthly ex-
pense was j!?17.50 for each girl.
Miss Grace Dodge of New York has done a wonderful work in
grounding the principles of cooperation among the working girls of
that city. They have numberless club-houses of their o'vm, with sew-
ing machines, teachers in cooking, dressmaking, etc: music
-rooms,
libraries and lodgings, all free from the suspicion of patronage.
Ladies* Hone Journal, 1902, 19: 24.

IA cooperative hojie for snail-salaried working £;irls is located
on 'Vest Fourteenth street, Hew York . ITothing in its a^jpearance indi-
cates the idea of an institution. The boa^-d of the girls pays the
running expenses of the house and the subscriptions upon wh_ch it
must depend for support are small. Any working girl nay enter when
there is a vacancy if she presents a certificate of good character
and evidence that her salary is not more than six dollars a week.
The hone acconnodates thirty girls who j)ay from $2.50 to $3.00
per week according to rooms. Girls out of employment may stay two
weeks, so that they may have an anchor during the tr\^ing time of
looking for work. I
The matron in cha ge takes a personal interest in each girl,
the house is marked by simplicity and real homeliness, and the few
rules are rigidly enforced.
An organization similar to the one just cited is the ^^oman's
Lodging House in Chicago, which Mrs. Louisa Schultz, an enterprising
woman of the masses, is operating for unemployed working girls.
Dozens of housemaids, waitresses, cooks, shop-women and stenog-
raphers find humble cheer under Mrs. Schultz's roof -tree during the
distressing period of being out of a position, and for little more
than a dollar a week. Some stay for a night, others two or three,
many for a week.
Ten cents is charged for a bod for a night, with fresh linen,
clean towels, light, heat, bath, and the privilege of usi-:g the range
for cooking, since the lodgers prefer to prepare their own meals.
Harper's Bazaar, 1897, 50: 884.
Mrs. Louisa Schultz, Prairie Ave. near 32d street, Chicago. ':
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The matter of food- its preparation, the cooperative hasis on
which meals are prepared, and their absurdly small cost - is one of
the interesting phases in the life of these women* On the cooperative
principle it is wonderful how far they can make ten cents go. A
girl can live on ten cents a day for three sufficient meals, and with
ten cents additional for her room rent, her total living expenses
I
for a week amount to i'^1.40. ^»/hen ten or fifteen girls contribute
ten cents to the common fund, an economical buyer can purchase ample
jj
provisions and keep expenses down to the minimum.
This club is composed of thirty working girls - type-writers,
clerks, seamstresses, who live in their own hired house at a weekly
expense of P'7>.00 each, and enjoy better fare and accominodations than
they could get singly at the same price. The club is entirely coop-
erative, self
-governed ard self-supporting. Miss Addams, of Hull
House, after whom the club was named, made herself responsible fbr
a time for the rent to the landlord of the furnished house it occu-
pies. This mere business endorsement is the only approach to help
that the club has ever received
, as Miss Addams was never called on
for a penny
.
There are few rules, but these are strictly enforced.
A steward and managing conmittec are chosen at regular elec-
tions. Part of the lighter house-work is done by the girls, but
I
servants are hired for cooking and all hard work.
Miss Jane Addams, Hull House, Chicago.
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WQiaCiQls JjQiue .Club - D§QYer.
This club was organized in 1887, and included women of leisure
as well as members. Its objects were to assist self
-supporting wom-
en in finding work, provide pleasant rooms and board at cost rices,
"v/ith social club-rooms and a library, and establish a board of in-
formation for employers and employed to develop event^ially into a
woman»s business and industrial school.
In less than a year, the club was self-supporting and had out-
grown the two houses in which it started, so that larger quarters
were provided.
^l^^, - Philadelphia.
A stately old Philadelphia residence is the home of this club,
which is the outgrowth of a cooperative lunch room, in operation for
six years
.
Fifteen girls pay S3. 50, .^4.00, or $4.50 per week, according to
the location of their rooms. A pretty general parlor and rest rooms,
together with comfort, cleanliness and congenial comrades, go far
toward making the club a real home.
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turner -B^lcierstQn Qlut- "^Ull^dsljillla.
This is a cooperative housekeeping club, not a boarding house
or a home with a capital H. It occupies three houses and with the
exception of eight persons, all who have ever b-^en raeraners of the
club are living in one of these houses, ?/hich proves the need of
this plan of living ;ijnong business women.
The club is entirely self-su ,)orting and is founded on a libe?»--
al plan, with no board of managers and no financial backing. It takes
its name from the two wonen who helped to found it.
Miss Viola Richmond, the president and originator of the club,
does all the buying so wisely and economically that the club has
never failed to pa^'- expenses.
Once a month a business meeting is held, when suggestions from
club members are received and acted upon. If a vacancy occurs, an
application for membership is taken for a month on probation. If
everybody likes her at the end of that time, she is invited to re-
main .
Each member makes out the menus for a week, th^^s varying the
bill of fare as much as possible.
The club has operated a vacatior! house at Chestnut Hill. Its
recipe for cooperative living is good business management, a knowl-
edge of human nature and a desire to forget self in making a home.
Public Opinion, 1902, 32; 141.
Hiss Viola Richmond,
703 TTorth Sixtepnt><
.
,
fv,-; t p^^/^Ttji^^
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EauciciiEJi Club - ^iili^dfiliiiila
.
Hiss Sabilla Randolph ITowell, after whom the club -.vas naned,
is president and founder. She invested her own noney to buy the
f-.irnishings of thr house and a percentage of the board money goes
to her for the rent of these.
Miss Howell acts as housekeeper for her board. The average
expense to each girl is three or four dollars per week, including
laundry
.
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Heuementa aad ElaLa.
The tenement dweller is receiving more attention from philan-
thro:)ists and reformers than ever before, and the principle of coop-
eration is being applied to modern tenements ,vith good results.
The Improved I>*yellings Association in 1881 erected a well equip-
ped modern building six stories high with an interior court admitting
sunshine to every room and large enou/;h for eight hundred people.
General laundries are provided on the first and top floors, with
the court and roof for drying purposes.
The Ilicks St., Brooklyn, tenements have large reading rooms,
baths, etc. for the use of tenants.
The model tenement might contain a central kitchen with all the
latest conveniences of domestic science, where skilled labor would
cook for all the tenants better food at a lower price than they could
buy and cook in individual kitchens. Such an arrangement would go
far toward providing the very poor with the nutritious food they are
unable to buy or too ignorant to know how to prepare. The tenement
children would be better fed, since cheap and nourishing food could
be bought ready cooked as easily as the bakery buns and cakes with
which too :nany of them must nov/ content themselves.
In this connection may be mentioned the Alfred Corning Clarke
buildings and the Mills Houses in Ne / York city as examples of im-
proved tenements.
Jacob Riis's "Battle .'/ith the slum" contains timely suggestions
along this line of reform.
Cosmopolitan, 8: 55.

In some of the flats of New York and other places there is one
kitchen for many families
,
jresided over by a hich-priced cook,
such a man as only the richest single families are able to employ.
Provisions are bought wholesale, and there is a variety in the
fare not possible in an ordinary household with its ovm kitchen.
The housemaids are provided by the manager, in v/hose pay and
under whose di^-ection they work. Mechanics and porters are also
furnished for the common convenience.
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Apartment Houses.
Most apartment houses are badly planned, ventilated, lighted and
deficient in room. These defects are to be remedied by a new coopera-
tive plan.
Several families, desirous of obtaining a comfortable and v/hole
some residence at a reasonable rate, form a club to buy snch land
and erect such a building as they like, with suites of apartments in
excess of their needs- the excess to be rented for the paying off of
the mortgage on the property or for meeting interest upon it, the re
mainder going to current expenses.
The building would present a handsome exterior, the interior du-
rably finished and decorated to suit the tr.ste of each owner. Each
main a.partment woiild.have every window opening to the sun and air.
There are no legal obstacles in the way of cooperative buildings
Members hold the ,-roperty in common and lease to each member his
apartment at a nominal rate for ninety-nine years. Each member is
part owner of the entire property and can sell or transfer his share
without interfering with the holdings of other members.
Such a cooperative scheme affords hope and encouragement to Hew
York, and may effect a revolution in the securing and keeping of
homes
.
American Architect, 1681, 9: 88-89
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I
jj
A recent article describes modernized existence in apartment
houses, where suites of from two to ten rooms may be secured.
The lady of the hoiise orders through the telephone any bill of
fare she wishes, from a £;eneral kitchen in the basement. On each
floor of the house is a serving room to vAhich food is sent from the
kitchen ori elevators. Trained waiters are available for service if
necessary
.
The great entrance hall may be used for receptions, a club room
is found in the building, and dainty guest rooms on each floor may
be rented in an emergency.
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In New Rochelle, ITew York, an exclusive block of i^retty nodern
I
cottages is owned by a landlord, v^o sees that lawns are mowed in
surmner, sv/ept clean of leaves in autumn and paths cleared through the
snow in winter. His agent cares for the furnaces, attends to the gar-
dens, waters the lawns, etc. Every service outside the kitchen de-
partment is hired and paid fo- on the cooperative basis; to be sure
the landlord does the hiring and it is only in a slightly advanced
rent that the tenant pays for it.
Probably it will be by the gradual growth of such movements
araong landlords that cooperative housekeeping will advance, rather
than by the conscious banding together of certain people '.vith certain
principles
.
When builders discover that blocks with common laundries and
kitchens are more in demand than those where every house is isolated
from every other in all its working departments, there will be more
such blocks built. When landlords discover that houses where most of
the benefits of cooperation are guaranteed with the signing of the
lease are more popular than those where each tenant mal-ies his own
terms with a more or less reliable workman, there will be more such
houses.
An attempt to carry out this idea was made by Mr. Eugene R.
Knapp, of Rrookline, Mass. about 1882. He bought a large tract of
land in Brookline, erected a number of rows of houses of handsome
appearance and solidly built. Each ho;.se had its own little yard and
Iback of these was a six-acre park, laid out in walks, driveways, ten-
..is courts, and a children's play ground. Heat and light was furnish
ed from a cent-al plant, and sidewalks, lavms and flov^/er beds cared

Z1
for bv the chore-man of the terraces, who also emptied ashes, w;.shed
v/lndows, prepared kindling and blacked boots for the tenants.
A club stab'te, with horses and carriages, ^yas one of the pleasant fesr
tures of the plan.
A large hall, or Casino, could be rented lor the entertaininent
of friends or arranged for parties, lectures, theatricals and dancing.
A conservator^^, bowling allej^s and billiard rooms were also provided.
The superintendent lived on th^^ place to oversee everything and
make repairs. The houses rented for half the sum of such houses in
Boston
.
A common kitchen was made the adjunct of a common laundry, and
the problem of transporting the viands to the individual dining rooms
solved by a system of insulated carriers. In every house electric
stove appliances and cold storage plants supplemented the common
kitchen
.
This, of course, was cooperation not entered into and planned
by the cooperators, but arranged for and offered to them. It proved a
successful experiment and the block rrhereon it flourished was a pop-
ular one. 'Whenever a home ?/as to let,
-.7hich happened infrequently,
there were numerous applicants for it.
It will be interesting to compare the above statements, taken
from the article cited, with a recent letter from a resident of the
Beaconsfield Terraces.
Lippincott, 1894, 53: 549-5 0.

1Erooklino^ Mass., I.!;j.rch iidthyljO<.
I
Miss Alice ^lathews,
208 V^eet Jreen St., Champaign, 111.
Dear Madam:
-
Yo'd.r letter of the 11th Inst, addressed to the "Ma^'or of
^Tookline" v;as duly received by our "Board of Selectmen" (Brookline^,
although having about SS^OCO inhabit -ants, still has the old form of Tovfn
Government) and v/as referred to me to ansv/er, being one of our Board of
Selectmen, and happening for the past 1-1- ^ ears to have resided in the
group of buildings you refer to. The article ou refer to, 1 think, was
one pu'^Jlished in the "New England Magazine," January, 1902, ana containec
,
intimations of co-operation, - parks, club stable, and that (free of
charge) the sidewalks were to be kept clear of snov/ and ice, and the
front yards well provided with plaints, etc. Mr. Fjiapp is entitled to ,
great credit for setting the pace for building at a moderate cost, a v^r^'
attractive, substantially built groui; of blocks of hooises, but there is
Qo co-operation at all as to the kitchens or an«' other living expenses; i
the conditions are just the same as in an^ other block of hOw. ses. !
For a while the sidewalks and yards were taken care of as
stated in that magazine article, but that ceased man^- years ago. Each
owner has bought and ovms his own house, same as 'would anywhere else, the
;only thing approaching to co-dperation being that most of the houses
buj steani from a central heating plant for the purpose of heating their
houses, and v/hile such heat is of the best, and avoids th^ inconvenience
and care of furnaces, etc., there is a growing feeling that the only sur^
method is for each house to install its own independent heating ajjpar-
atus. Some have alroad;' done this and niany others are contemplating
doing so. :
^he so-called club stable is a boarding stable, the use of
;
which is not confined to oY/ners of houses built by Mr. Knapp. The so- ;!
called park, as illustrated, has been invaded b^' streets, and not kept^ I
nor is the Casino, as the article implied. In a general way, that
article, at the present time, is not x-^leas'int re-^ding matter for the
parties v/ho right along 1890-92 were induced to '£^^roh'ise houses in the
so-called Beaconsfleld Terracr^s.
1

7.9
Cooperative Bu3':i_Qg.
It was the spur of 'nitter poverty that drove the Rochd.-.le jio-
neers in the early '403 to nake the experiment that finally reached
such triumphant success and 'vas the parent of hundreds of cooperative
stores in England today.
Women, as well as men, have attempted to increase the purchasing
power of an income. The Prauen Vereine of Germany and Austria were
organized to ineet a great need r.nd have developed along domestic and
philanthropic lines until today they have become permrne:.t institu-
tions in Berlin and Vienna.
In 1874, the Vienna Hausfrauen Verein was organized, its object
being "whatever will forward the practical interests of the house-
hold". Prom this wide field it selected two points of attack- to
reduce the cost of living by furnishing to members food and house-
furnishing goods at as nearly as )Ossible wholesale prices, and to
diminish friction in the running of the household by providing better
service. To meet these ends a store was established and later a train-
ing school for servants and an employment bureau. In 1690, the Union
had 2600 members, representing as many families, and each member paid
about ^1.25 in yearly dues. Its addresses of reliable business firms
and recommendations of hand -v/orkers are very useful to foreigners
living in the city.
House Beautiful, 1903, 13: 279-81.
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I
This is the name of an experiment now in ^progress
.
A committee of women known to be excellent marketers, spent
I
several forenoons visiting stores and ware-houses to find if it paid
to purchase household supplies from wholesale dealers. Finding this
impracticable, they turned to the best groceries
,
\7hich in the end,
are alwaj'-s the cheapest. They found them willing to give them the
benefit of buying in large quantities. Through the grocers they re-
ceived samples from mani;f ac turers of food with prices on certain
quantities, and learned of new cereals, canned goods, soaps, crack-
ers and all sorts of provisions.
They interviewed the butchers and found that meat could be bough;
cooperatively cheaper than in small quantities. To obtain the business
of thirty or forty householdt, the dealer was willin-; to accommodate
himself to their needs. Each week the meat was bought by wholesale,
a whole lamb, a side of beef or veal, etc.
At the weekly meeting, the housekeepers came prepared to order
the meat for the coming week and their orders -vere given to the mar-
keting comiaittee. Sometimes for Sundays an entire case of chickens
or turkeys was purchased from cold storage.
A cominittee purchased the fruit in summer and winter. Oranges,
retailing i-.t twenty-five to forty cents a dozen were gotten for
twenty-six to twenty-eight cents if two or three boxes were bought
at once. In the purchase of small fruits by the crate, or peaches and
plums by the dozen baskets, it meant a saving from fifty cents to
Good Housekeeping, 1903, 36: 419-20.
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ftl.50 on fruit accounts for a week. In fruit preserving time they
almost bought their sugar with the difference between j)rices on
small quantities and large. The club soon became recognized, not only
as extensive purchasers, but as critical ones, c ;nsequently they got
I the best of everything.
1
Each member took her turn in receiving and giving out supplies,
I
[
because the prices on boxes of soap, cereals, cr.nned goods, bags of
coffee, cans of oil, etc., did not mean distribution at a score of
houses. The youngsters of the neighborhood acted as errand boys and
thought it fun to turn out on grocery df.ys with their sleds or ex-
press wagons to carry home bundles.
I
Butter and eggs were bought from a farmer at a large reduction
and vegetables engaged from a market gardener at about one-half the
market ^jrice.
Such cooperative buying must be done on a cash b; sis in order to
secure cheap rates. The purchasing committee paid bills by check
each Saturday.

43.
Cooijerative Laundries.
Cooperation is particu-larly applicable to the laundry business,
since the delivery wagon and branch office system render the locality
irnrnaterial to the patrons. The proprietary interest of all workers
would conduce to permanence, skill and constant cr.re, \7ithout which
there cannot be that promptness and uniformly excellent
' ervice upon
which the reputation of a laundry is built.
Cooperative laundries can be run at less expense than ordinary
^laundries and thus have the benefit of competition.
According to Edward Bellamy, the laundry element in household
service can be solved by a cooperative laundry based on guaranteed
work of sufficient amount to allow of the best p"'ant in existence
and of doing work absolutely at cost. The first cooperative laundry
of this kind, started on a basis of some hundreds of regular patrons,
would revolutionize housework in America.
I
Another writer says, "Housework laundry should be subject to
i
inspection and planned to give patrons the benefit of at least part
J
of the saving made by the use of machinery. Whether this could be
done best by cooperation among groups of household stockholders,
or as an individual enterprise, would depend largely upon locality.
One thing should be avoided, and that is the purely hand -work laun-
dry, because no wholly hand-work laundry can be conducted at prices
for work within reach of the average housekeeper, though there is no
reason why hand
-work and machinery should not be combined. Cooper-
ative laundries have succeeded better than any other branch of co-
operative housekeeping and several instances may be mentioned.
Good Housekeeping, 1890, 10: 74-76.
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A cooperative laundry was started in Canbridce, Mass. in 1670,
in connection with the bakery ar^d store organized by Mrs. feirce and
her friends. Thouch the laundry was the only part of the plan man-
aged with real wisdom, it failed through lack of support.
Some thirty years ago, a crude cooperative "laundry in Chicago,
I
while blundering greatly, was yet a success. It reduced expense one-
half and brought the -/ork into a system and to a minirium, using hand
j labor and machines equally.
In another town, twenty-seven fnjnilies combined and assisted
the common washer-v/oman of a dozen of the households to organize a
j laundry of moderate proportions in her own house. With a small out-
fit of washing-machines, wringers, mfmgles, boilers, flat-irons,
heaters and wash-tubs, this woman and her two vigorous daughters
laundered satisfactorily for the twenty-seven families, returning
I
clothing to the ovmers by Thursday night of each week. Eleven other
families joined, added help was employed, and the women made not
j
I
only a living, but a good profit besides. Fuel, starch, bluing and
soap were bought at wholesale, and the expense of washing and iron-
ing to each family was reduced nearly one-half, with the added relief
I
of all labor and care incidental to the work. Such an experiment
would be a success anywhere if competent laundresses could be found.
The cooperative laundry in connection with the experiment in
cooperative housekeeping in Evanston, 111. would have been a success
if the boilers had been large enough. It was discontinued along with
the kitchen, since the same fire and boilers did the work of both.
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I A coo:)erativ'? laundry in a TTtah town was organized, five and
ten dollar shares subscribed, a boiler and machine purchased, and
a man who had a molasses mill was glad to utilize his water power
and his family of boys and j^^irls in a private laundry business. The
members now have their clothes well washed <-nd ironed for five cents
a pound, and a dozen families are happy over the change.
The question as to whether laundry vork can be removed from
the home v/ithout increased expense has been carefully discussed and
the conclusion dra^mn that it may be taken from the home with little
or no increased expense: that the Scone is true of the ironing of
flat work, but that other ironing will cost more.
The following description of a scientific laundry as a private
enterprise is given for the Sctke of study and comparison.
American Kitchen Magazine, 1902, 17: 11-14.

Siiiishiiic Laundry,
Reprinted from 8 Flora Street,
The American Kitchkn Macazinic, Near Pond Avenue,
December, 1900. Brookline, Mass.
Tel. 296-2.
A SCIENTiriC LSUNDRY.
BY ANNA BARROWS.
Readers of the American Kitchen Magazine will '^member an article which appew^^
issue of September, 1898, on •The Removal of Laundry Work from the Home," by M,ss Mary A. White.
That was the abstract of the report by a committee, of which Miss While was chairman.-made to the
Bobton
Branch of the Association of Collegiate AlumnJe.
, ^ . • t „„„a^„ ;„ Rrnoklitie Mnq<?
I In November, 1S9S, Miss White and her sister opened the Sunshine Laundry m B o ne, ass.
I
FROM the riverside laundry of the
half civilized races, or the
scarcely less primitive arrange-
ment of a heavy wooden tub balanced
on two chairs, to and from which
every drop of water must be carried
long distances, it is a long step in
evolution to such an establishment as
the Sunshine Laundry in Brookline,
Mass.
No one can spend an hour watch-
ing the processes in a place of this
type without being convinced that it
is by means of such enterprises that
our present difficulties in domestic
affairs are to be adjusted, and our
housekeeping placed on a satisfactory
basis. We are becoming too civilized
to be contented with the skill attain-
able in any one direction by a Jack-
of-all-trades, and few women capable
of cooking and serving our food in
the most approved fashion can at the
sam'e time turn out laundry work of
the highest grade.
Only a small portion of American
families can afford to give space for a
laundry, and employ a skilled laun-
dress under the home roof, hence it
is inevitable that such processes
should conform to the economic ten-
dencies of the times and secure im-
proved facilities and better results
through union. As Professor Lucy
Salmon has said, "On economic
grounds alone this'*' generation will
relegate the washing machine and the
wringer to the attic or the front parlor,
where it has already placed the spin-,
ning wheel of its ancestors."
There have been instances where a
group of women have maintained a
cooperative laundry succcs:;fully, but
these are rare, and probably under
present conditions greater success
will attend the efforts of the woman
who conducts such a bu.siness as a
private enterprise.
There is perhaps no better instance
of this modern tendency to specialize
the different branches of household
labor under the best conditions than
the Sun.shine Laundry. Here in a
large sunny room with many windows
and abundant fresh air, under the
direction of two educated women,
forty trained workers assisted by the
best modern appliances are easily
handling the washing which other-
wise would cause annoyance and dis-
comfort in hundreds of homes.
This laundry was opened two years
ago and the experiment, which was
doubtless considered chimerical by
many friends of its owners, has proved
to be a safe investment as well as an
interesting occupation. To some
who have not yet lost sight of the old
idea that higher education for wonieii
is merely a stepping stone to the posi-
SHIRT IRONING.
tion of teacher, such an occupation
as the direction of a laundrj- doubtless
seems incongruous with the dignit}-
of the college woman. But the mod-
ern college woman is turning her
attention to the neglected occupa-
tions, and in a field like this finds
ample opportunity for all the energy
of a well-trained mind. Incidentally
in the care of fabrics and the removal
of stains she has a chance to use
much that she learned in the chemical
laboratory, while psychological laws
apply to the management of ' ' liands '
'
in business as well as to heads in the
schoolroom.
One of the first points impressing
the visitor at the Sunshine laundry
is the large amount of clothing which
can be handled in a relatively small
space where e\-ery implement is per-
fectly adapted to its work.
After spending an hour in watching
the different processes through which
each garment must pass before it is
returned to its owner, one agrees
with the artist who first affirmed that
trifles make perfection.
It is the tj'ing of a string here, the
wrapping in a cloth there, an abund-
ance of water at one point and a few
drops at another, which bring about
the successful results rather than any
surprising chemical combinations.
Indeed the amount of soap and soda
used are less in proportion than in
the average household, but hard
water must be made soft, and some
bluing is required to give the tint
demanded by fa.stidious housewives.
When the bundles and hampers of
soiled garments are received at the
vSunshine Laundry the lists are care-
fully examined and any unmarked
articles are marked in such a way as
to disfigure them as little as possible.
Shirts and collars and cuffs are
marked with ink, but nearly all
other articles by a bit of tape on
which the number is written and
which is sewed on some out-of-the-
way corner. Handkerchiefs are put
in small bags, the latter are marked,
and each set of handkerchiefs is kept
with its bag through the entire wash-
ing and ironing. The garments are
sorted,
.so that those most soiled may
be thoroughly cleansed ^^•ithout wear-
ing the others out needlessly. Wash-
ing machines are not discreet in their
care of sleeves and .strings, and to
prevent injury to these they are tied
firmly to the body of the f^arinent
by a piece of twine, while passing
through the washer and wringer.
The preferences of customers are
recorded, and by means of a string of
special color tied in a certain way
through a buttonhole, the employees
understand how to gauge the amount
of starch or degree of polish. A card
catalogue has been adopted for this
purpose.
A fifteen horse-power engine runs
the steam wa.shers, and the ex-
tractor, and provides power for other
processes.
We watched the big washers while
they were filled, shirts being put in
one side and collars in the other.
The average laundry uses five or six
waters, but here nine are always
used, and these repeated rinsings
contribute much to the pure white
color which marks the clothes of the
Sunshine Laundry. Flannels and
nearly all colored goods are entirely
washed by hand.
After thorough cleansing the wet
clothes are put into the extractor,
which consists of one circular box
inside of another. The inner one is
perforated, the outeif one is provided
with pipes to carry away the waste
water. The inner one is filled with
the wet clothes, covered with a cloth
to keep out any possible du.st, and
the power is applied which sets it in
motion. Thus by centrifugal force
the water passes out through the per-
forations leaving the clothes ready to
hang up without any of the wear and
tear resulting from the use of an or-
dinary wringer. The drying yard is
close to this part of the room, and
here is an abundant supply of fresh
air and sunshine, for the laundry is
located near a public parkway.
There is also a dry room for the
starched articles and for use in bad
weather, but this is thoroughly ven-
tilated.
Naturally the larger part of the
energies of the workers must be
given to the starched clothes, since
three-fourths of the articles received
here must be carefully starched.
Each piece receives individual atten-
tion, and must pass through several
processes. One learns why collars
ironed at home do not retain their
stiffness as long as those done at a
laundry, when one watches the way
the starcli is worked into each article
by hand — even after a previous
starching.
the; starch room.
Careful dampeniug afterward is
quite as essential to a successful re-
sult as the starching. A point which
housekeepers would do well to imi-
tate is the book of unbleached cloth.
This is made quite damp, the dry
collars and cuffs placed between the
leaves and subjected to pressure.
The unstarched portions of the shirts
are dipped in water, wrvmg by hand,
and carefully folded around the
bosoms and cuffs
;
they are then
placed in a press for two hours.
Tablecloths are laundered b}- the
methods in vogue in northern Europe,
where the linen chest is the pride
of the housewife. A Swedi.sh box
mangle has been secured which brings
out the pattern of the linen in a sur-
prising manner. Each tablecloth is
dampened and rolled smoothly over
what looks like gigantic rolling pins.
These pins are then placed under a
weight and rolled backward and for-
ward several times. Afterward the
cloth is ironed by hand with a large
gas iron.
Much floor space is devoted to the
ironing boards since all the work is
ironed by hand except the collars and
cuffs, and while every section of the
large, airy room is perfectly clean,
this corner is most immaculate. Ex-
perienced work - women who have
come from other laundries say they
never worked where it was so easy to
•iron, since practically no time need
be; spent in rubbing out spots result-
ing from dusty air or unclean sur-
roundings.
Nearly all the employees here are
dressed in white, this being found
more'suitable for cleanliness of work,
as well as more attractive. Two or
three men are employed and about
forty women and young girls. They
are above the average in intelligence
and display an esp7'it de corps which
indicates a pride in their work which
would rarely be felt under less attrac-
tive conditions.
It is impossible to describe all the
little devices which make ironing
easy ; the irons are heated b}- gas.
there are covered boards of variovis
sizes which can be fitted into the side
of the ironing table, and are made to
suit, for example, the sleeve of a
shirt waist or of a baby's dress. Under
such conditions we are not surprised
to learn that a woman may iron thirtj^
shirt waists a day.
After ironing, the clothing is hung
in an airy place covered with netting.
It is then carefully inspected, and a
stitch taken if nece.ssar}-.
The sorting table with its boxes
above, suggests the inside of a post-
office. Any imperfection in finish
which has escaped notice previously is
sure to be detected here, and is return-
ed for correction before it is sent out.
The success of the enterprise has
been due to this rigid attention to de-
tails, it is not the .sort of business that
will run itself— if there is any such.
Judging from this experiment an
ediicated woman who can command a
moderate amount of capital and is
ready to master every detail, might
in a year or two build up a profitable
business in man}- of our cities and
larger towns.
Laundry work has so long been
considered the special province of
women, that even the most conserva-
tive people should be reconciled to
its removal from the individual home,
provided it is still under the direction
of women.
To the housekeeper such an estab-
lishment offers relief from much care,
but it must be remembered that rent
and wages are expensive, and that
the additional attention necessary to
turn out perfecth' laundered clothing
will make prices correspondingly
higher at such a place than in laun-
dries where practicall}' everything is
done by machines.
It is a fair question, however,
whether the avoidance of mental wear
and tear, to say nothing of the longer
endurance of the clothing, does not
more than compensate for any differ-
€iiiee~ in cost
.
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Cooperative Bakeries.
It is certain that there is one respect in v;hich the most con-
servrtive families would be likely to depend upon cooperative house-
keeping from the start, and that is in the bread su ply. Just as good
bread can be bciked for sale here as in Vienna if the necessary skill
is secured. Such bread being furnished at cost would be not only bet-
ter than most home-made bread, but cheaper than any baker's bread
now so Id
.
The bakery in connection with the Cambridge experiment failed
because of mismanagement, but later experiments have been more
successful
.
Three years ago, a number of "/omen in a Utah town established
a bakery which was kept open for two years very successfully. The
bread was excellent and was sold at two and a half cents a :)Ound
loaf. Good doughnuts, buns and home-made pies were kept on hand at
proportionately low prices. A man baker was hired, as the woman who
first undertook to bake one hundred loaves of bread a day broke
dovm c ompl e t e ly
.
American Kitchen Magazine, 1890, 10: 75-76.
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Heating
.
Instances of cooperative heating on a small sc;i.le are too nii-
raerous to be mentioned here. The doing av/ay in cities with fires for
heating by systems of heat distribution from central stations through
steam or electricity is no doubt in time destined to dispense with
the fire and furnace work, as gas and electricity have already dis-
posed of the lamp nuisance.
It is obvious that the municipalizing of the lighting and heat-
ing service to the end that they may be rendered at cost is a step
directly in the line of household service. True municipal heating
has not as yet bf;en attempted in many places, but private enterprise
has proven the utility and success of systems of heat distribution
from central stations. Ho attempt is made to record these, but the
following letters will indicate some of the advantages and practical
workings of the system.
Good Housekeeping, 1890, 10: 75-76
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ESTABLISHED 1840.
MAIN OFFICE
AND FACTORY
60 LAI G HI ST.
COR GRE EN WICH ST.
NEW YORK
USA.
DiKTZ OOMPANV.
SARACEN CHAMBER
SNOW HILL, EC.
19 RANDOLPH ST.
WESTERN OFFICE
LONDON OFFICE
CHICAGO.
Manufaciurers of
Tubular Lanterns,Street Lam ps, Driving Lamps, Automobile Lamps,
Bicycle Lamps, Railroad Lanterns, Signal Lamps.
CABLE ADDRESS
"dietz, new Y0RK""P0RI STICAL LONOON"
W. U.T. & LIEBER'S CODE.
Jan,23, 1903Factory No. 2. Syracuse, N. Y..
Miss M, Alice Matthews,
Champaign ,111 • Subject
Dear Madam,
Referring to yours of the 14th to my hrother with refer-
ence to cooperative heating, there is a plant here called the Municipal
Heating Co., which has heen in operation since the 1st of December, their
is concerned, there has been hardly time to determine whether it will be
satisfactory or not to the patrons. A company, doing similar work,
was in existance a number of year^?* , not only supplying heat for stores
and dwellings, but furnishing steam for power, but the old company gave
up business about two years ago, as they were unable to make money after
a number of years' experience, and abandoned the Works; the entire
plant was sold to the Municipal Heating Company which has put in a new
equipment on the most improved plan. The Municipal Heating Co. has
a plant in Binghamton which they have been running two or three years,
plant of a similar kind was installed in Auburn about twenty years ago
which proved to be a failure.
of this city, they will cheerfully give you the detailed information you
desire.
office being at 506 Kirk Building. So far as the work of this plant
Uo doubt if you will write to the Municipal Heating Co.
Yours respectfully
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RECSe O. BROOKS. President DOUGLAS N. GREEN, Vice-President THOMAS R. BROOKS. Tre
ERNEST I. WHITE. Secretary WHITE & BOND, Attohnevs
ASA B. STEVENS, MANAorR
iKimiripal l|fating Olompang,
OFFICE 506 KIRK BL.OCK,
Syracuse. N. v.. Feb. ^n4. ic
M. Alice Matthe'vs
ChBTwaln 111
/ Your letteT? 'late'i. Jan, 1093 In reoei.vo^, the nethod
'/furnishing heat to the puhlio frori Street riainn is not an experinent
,
If the systen is intelligently/ established and wisely nanaged.
The 'vrite:c installed a Stef]m heating plant at Soranton Pa.
in 1894 and 've no'.7 receive s^9g.000 annually for heat, the plant cost
about ^ 00. 000
The old plant here at Syracuse y/as a failure caused by
ignorance and nis^ nanagerient
, In May last vre conrienced to restablisl"'
the plant here and have no": about ^0.000 for heat and ?;ill nake i^. a
winner from the start,
Very nuoh depends on a practical nanager, one vrho '.T'ould Xnow
where to place boilers and 'vhat si-^e nain pipes to lay &c.
- •
"^''ery truly yours
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R. G. BrooHs, Prest. E. I. WKite, Secy. T. R. BrooKs, Treas. A. B. .Stevens, M^r
Municipal Heating' Co.
^ ^j? ^J?
ECONOMY, COMFORT, HEALTH. I
V?
Steam Heating.
The method of heating residences, churches and business places by steam from a street main, is no
an experiment. It has been in successful operation in London, Paris and other Europea
cities for more than a hundred years, and for more than twenty-five years in this countr\
Once honestly and intelligently established it comes to stay.
The natural inquiry is: "What are its advantages over the present methods?" W
will suggest some of them :
First, It Needs No Care.
There is no constant watching of fires and no change of temperature from hot to cold, or cold t
hot, and no chances that the fire will suddenly go out. If j^ou leave your house for a day c
a week, you come back and find it as you left it, and in the morning the temj^erature is th
same as the evening before. With a thermostat attachment the temperature of your hous
need not vai-3' three degrees from September to June.
Second. TKere is No Dust.
Every housekeeper knows by experience what an insidious enemj- dust is. With coal and ashes, an
fires in the cellar, it is impossible to keep it out of the upper rooms. Not only is dust a
annoyance, but it is a positive injury to health. Catarrh and consumption are the nature
resvilts of breathing an atmosphere of dust.
TKird. There is No Gas.
With a coal fire in the cellar or basement, there will be more or less gas escaping into the livin
rooms. It may not always be noticeable, but it is there. Many cases of sickness amon
children may be traced directly to their being shut up in an atmosphere of coal gas for
whole season.
"otirtH. It is Conducive to HealtH
ery many of the ills which afflict the people in this latitude are due to sudden changes in tempera-
ture. This is of course unavoida1)le out of doors, but in our residences, offices and places of
business, it is possible by means of a central steam heating plant, to have substantially the
same teniperature even with the most sudden and extreme changes of the weather. With an
unlimited surplus of heat always ready at the wall of your house, it is shiiply a matter of
turning it off or on, and with a thermostat this is automatic. This evenness of temperature
cannot be had with a boiler or furnace in the cellar even with the most constant care. Every
one whose house is heated in this way knows from experience that the temperature will
vary from five to thirty degrees. This is where coughs, colds and consumption originate.
HftH. Its Absolvtte Safety.
;s absolute satety relieves the minds of the household, for there is no wandering
around the house
at bed time to ascertain if "all is safe." They can "lie down to pleasant dreams," feeling
that so far as their own house is concerned, there are no fears of fire.
kdvanta^es to tKe Coi\stimer.
mong the advantages to the consumer of having steam delivered to him instead of
making his
own, are
:
Increased cleanliness, due to the absence of coal, ashes, and smoke about the building.
A more steady supply of heat than is the case when individual boilers are operated.
Heat ready. for use at all times during the heating season.
No boiler to be installed.
Increased safety from fire loss.
Increased amount of available space in buildings due to absence of boilers, coal
bins, ash
piles, etc.
No depreciations of apparatus.
No ashes to be removed.
A simple means always at hand for heating water for baths, laundry and
other purposes.
No fires to build and look after.
Life and health not jeopardized by coal, gas nor boiler explosion.
'
A more even distribution of heat throughout the building than in a case
of a furnace or
stove.
stores, oflices and residences more re/3 f/i/j/f, beinj^ always occupied in preference to others.
Street mains being filled with steam as soon as there are indications of cold weather, i
The supply of heat is at hand nights and mornings before the usual time of starting indi-
j
vidual furnaces and individual boilers, and again available at the close of the season.
i
WKat Abotit tHe Cost?
Alany people wdll say : "What about the cost ? Is it cheaper than what I have already ? " This is
no doubt a very natural inquiry, and yet the people in that section of the city in which our
street mains will be extended, do not always make this inquiry in relation to their comfort
and convenience. Rag carpets are cheaper than Brussels, and equally warm and durable,
and yet few are sold. It is cheaper to walk than to keep a carriage, or patronize a street;
car. Kerosene is cheaper than gas or electric light, and yet man^- use the latter. This is anji
age of progress and improvement. The best is none too good for the short time we stayf
here.
It is a fact, however, that we can furnish heat cheaper than the cost hy methods now in j
use, when the whole cost is counted. To get at the actual cost of heat we have to look ,
beyond our coal bills.
Our street mains will be extended to any part of the city where there are a sufficient
number of applications received.
Estimates will be furnished and applications taken by
—
A. B. STEVENS, Manager,
Municipal Heating Company,
Office: 506 Kirk Block. Syracuse, N. Y.
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?6'eb. 5, .1907>.
MANUFACTURERS & JOBBERS
Miss ^M. Alice Matthews,
^08 E. Green St.,
Chanpaign, Ills.
Dear Madam,
-
mniclpal Habiting Co™p,any oi- Sy?a^!^^ N v^"';: ? "'"^^-''''Bart to tfiathe reviu^ist to answer, with twS>r^nM f fj^^^rd^rt to us «ithy-u information T-f^ar-rtin^ thAi-; *hr;t oorar-any "owxa
wao installed thii? S2Jttn^ av^tZ ' ^!?: Syraousa. that oui oonv>anybeing in touch wltS foe^a?n alJin?"co-. f7 other,?^andgeneral Inf-omat ion for your thasisr ^^^^^ """^'^ eitfe ymi mora of
ue to Tuotf?^ th'a tei.!a'? enolo^lln; v^lj'^f^i^' l«tfr. p,«.
""^^•^?;rJ?^ij^"i:;^^JaS?-l! ^I^s:\- i!-:.—
.onsidareJ^^?Z^^^ ^^iS^f^^^^^ II^
The great draw back ?o fsmiJi^^l 01'. r.t,^^ " "^t inunstrythis kind 1^, that ^inh »v"i./ ^hin^» • e'T?-*^!" °- ^" ahti^n^i-lse of
management is t.- a Certain axw^ln^^ir^i^^e''^ !J4niniBt-»ation. theinoompatant person in ohS.Z ^o nav^h,,:" t-^'^^'?. often Placing sonathe econ-niei, neoepvaT-v to t^,. ^'"^'^^ ^"^ P^OP'-^I' working and ne^le.
public utility? ^ ''^"'"'^sfnl av,d profifable operttion of a;
inga are b?^ns"aerv»d°?n'ivra^!^r?°^' ''^^'^-"hes. schools and public buil<
mine. v;hich vai^i in siz= S^^i^^fr'^ five miles of %t "a
aiar,iet ,r of the pi » ' '-""^^'^ ^"'^'J'^s aoi-.r, to four inches in^Se
:-.t Of thr^rS^l^Jfit^^^j^i^n^Siu^lfft^^ri^ i^"^ '-^
well Of .....
..ucc-"^ f Jil'=^s
Of raams, r,Mch fact in itself s^p'^-f
ito owners. Both of the ^^ovf^lt :^on^U,^tJVT-''^]°'' ^'^ SivingSteain go. • -oniitnicted by tna American rigtrid
1« «s a ^Ia\bout\'ha's^i'"^^j;'"?t' ^^-^ -'"n , con,,J
.nat^ It would be to heat from his ovn appb

tua and uso harrt ooal, in a -viat ra^-.ny c».ees tt is ,iuch l-'istimes more aependlni; irion icc-ol ponrti tin-i<- x >s,, and
cost or i-ael, attenSonc,, ln^eV;„t on ^nt.'tnA 'tn''''"v ""i"^' '^'''"'^heat n,a!ce a fair comparL,on/ror v,.h^n heatod ^'ia rcU^trf^t'^^^^t^
^^/^tV'i^r:::' ^-r^" ''jj^ anS^w^o^id^^i'lr-
a rair consideration, tae n-iw v;av ^in r-not r>„VX>, t -^'^^r> ly^n^ m^i-^,
Places hasy.^TI?-?atl^^^n^4lS\?:
^^J^::.^?
v^uHhe 2n"lnis IS t-.« fvf -'^^'"^ in>.talled -.nd connected
to e84e-i^tr?n5 a&h^''^Tdt2?,.T^%*' ?JT ^jj^^J' been allow
T - ^ V,
'^^"^"f iJii le, anri distribute it for hoatir^^- T.ii>«Tjoc!pr-
or other.- is^ or the'~itt;?"%'° fr"?"* °" ^^'^ '---"PeraUon^lan
in a con.4'l-.°\?^iS!5^r-;arw«W LT,^'tn1i^,%.^'^^*i.^^
"f',^=:.f'r-2^"* business or resideno.." -art wh^re s^el-
Inf^^J." t^t* ^;u^>^s"anVin':Sfs°"tV-'^:^;\^'"^'"'^ °^ -^1-^'
t-"lbut"d -Tt- h^stV:; ?•„
.''nt.ines, the 'vaste or exhaist a. earn oouid'-e
.is-
sie?™ fo.-heatln* aionf ^^..a easing th, generating of live
more t.,an t>uyl^r o^st o* 11 Sti^"f ^'M^shed «onid
proven In nany cities aline r.^eseni tine """or^f? ^L""^" • "^^"^ actuallybusiness could add h»f<ti-ii tv,!?- t m . Jot all companies noi? dolnt;
returns. Xn some caset^ t-^^o-? Lu=r?f ""^'^^^'T """^
?SL^™igf not'bfofth^ ^l'""' '^'^"'^ "iir other :3,n^f.
Hoating systems are comri-pi <?P<i n-f T>,/^^ +is used underground^.r^n4 ov^nflo thp ^kili .^^1 ^-^^^ ^^^^^tinstall then ^jroo^rlv r.^ATrt,,« pK l and devices required to
in order th^t' as^^ttl' af^oss^A'?^^ ^^^'^'j"" retaining or he.t
that 01^ gar^le^t^l>7?iirf ''^ ^'''^^'^'^^ ''^'^'^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ than
h^atinf^^siS^s/h?t'i&?',.T us'f i^^''- ""^^ indix.id.xal houseowner. The '^x^erii^nt h^s al'oo h f '^''^ satisfactory results to the- j TTPL. i ii..s s b-en tried of using hot v^ater for strec

or <iist:'i'5t gygtems vlth varying riegroeiB or eiiocess. It
-U: not hovt^v^y*
as proritable to oijerators or the ?^yst^n, hs it r^^nir^^s a ve-^/ costlv"'*
eqiiipraent in. th'^ pcv/er honse. suoh as heritors besides the boilers ror'
i?:enerating. alfjo pumps for circulating as water is a slUi^^iis-i element,
creati'ig nuch friction on the inside of pirjes an't is not "'self circuiatin
as is the case with steam, conw'^qu'^ntl^/' must be pumped oy forced vrv.ioh
requires considerable power especially up hills/ as in hi^lh biiildin^s,
A double line of pipe is also required to send out and retur?i the wate^.
The pres.iure necessary to force water to high bixildings i^ an*
element of danger as the pressure re-iuired might burst the
-^adi-ito-r-s andflood the buildings
T^^ater o-ving to its lov;er temperature and slow circulation ^.fw
quires about twice as large radiators as steam --hich wit}! doors and win-
dows do not leave much of the space coveted by house keer)(a-r.B f"or fuf'nitu
and bric'brac.
In conclusion, it nas occurred to us th^^t you miglit be int '^-r'A;--
in knowing more of who is a^ldressing you in this unsolicited raann^r. if ^
yrill pardon the r? Terence, we win c^tPte that the American Dist-r^ict nt^am'
CO. owns but one heating sy.stem, that in Lockport, N.Y.. pomlation abou-
18,000. This system was the first str'^et or district sysv^m for heating
evor installed. It was begun in an experimental way in 1877, added to
almost yearly ever since, is doing spl^^ndid work and is a satisfaction
to th^^ consia]np>r« of heat and the company.
it has been used for all- known experiements in constmctlon rr<
operation vhich has given its -wners the o^.portunity through such oxr.e-^-timents to progress and be able to furnish to other cities th-^ tried and
proven as well as most modern syst^^m for he-t disLribution known at the
preo^nt tiine. The installation of such systen^i 3"or others with the man-
ufacture of the equipment is our :>rincipal Uisiness, heating being onlv
a side issue.
This method of heating is in use from the Atlantic to the paci
and from the Gulf to Canada, inclusive, in towns of frora ?^.000 po^^ulation
to the size of New York City.
We tr^ist you will pardon the writer if he has diverged f-^om th
subiect Of CO operative heating to mercantile heating. The subje^^t of
co-operative living has for s'^veral years been one of snecial interest
to the writer who has often coveted the opportunity to assist in foundin
a new tOT^-n.cr r} new residence section of a tmm already founded, where
would be found in a lijiiited degree co-operative cooking and house work.
In an unlimited degree co operative water sup-r;ly, lighting, abi^enc--^* of
saloons as well as oth^r features, and last <m% not least, co operativeheating.
Perhaps we could hardly expect you to allow us the or/ooT.tunity
to read a copy of your thesis ^^fter delive-y, but we can assurV yoix it
would give us very gr^at pleasure to do so. As a means of fiirnishing vou
i^^rtner infotraat ion we are en^il osing you under seoarate cove-r> a ^^m^^r^of
our descriptive pamphlet, which we trust will reach you without delay.
Yours ve/.y t-mly,
American District Steam Co.,
Engl',
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Lighting.
|l
i
;
The cooperative principle holds good with lighting as with heat
ing and the municipalizing of the gas and electric light service is
as much to be desired as city control of the heat; yet neither has
been successfully attempted in many places.
A cooperative light and power company J as been formed at Grand
Rapids, Wisconsin which furnishes light to the city and to private
houses and offers to supply power to small manufacturing concerns.
The capital stock is :^4000G
, with shares of ten dollars each, sold
only to renters of the service, one share for every rental unit
of $2.50 a year.
In Kenoshc^ Wisconsin, partial cooperative lighting has been
tried, and the well known Yaryan system of heating, in successful-
operation in many cities in the United States and Canada, is giving
great satisfaction.
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Telephones
.
There is much to he sfiid for a cooperative telephone service,
operated not for profit, but for the best service of the corinunity .
Grr.nd Rapids, 'Visconsin, is an instance of a town in which a cooper-
ative undertaking of this kind hr.s succeeded.
In 1694, some of the Grund Rapids subscribers, believing that
the charges were exorbitant in view of the service rendered, petition-
ed for a reduction, and the request being denied, they decided that
an exchange could be operated with profit at much lower rates. They
formed a company to set up an independent telephone exchange for
Grand Rapids and its vicinity. Rates were based on the actual cost
of service, and the plan start ^^d with an exchr.nge of eighty-three
'phones. The business increased so ;iuch that in February, 1902,
there were three hundred instruments* in use, or one to every seven-
teen persons in the community.
This growth increased the value of the service to every patron,
since each phone communicated with four times as many persons as coulr
be reached by the old exchange under monopoly arrangement. The pub-
lication of facts about the plant and operating expenses made compe-
tition by any other telephone company impossible.
Similar cooperative telephone systems have been organized in
Wausau, Merrill and Marshfield, Wisconsin.
Review of Reviews, 1P02, 25: 205-207.
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Cleaning
.
Mr. Eellam;r thinks that if one or two hundred Indies wordd
agree to give their chamber work and cleaning to a cooperr.tive employ-
ment agency established by t hens elves and managed not for profit,
but to do everything for cost, this question would he solved. All
would fix ai^proximately their minimum demands c.s to this sort of
/ork and compensation would be made to the agency, not directly to
the workers, since the agenc^^ would employ the people necessa-^ and
assume responsibility for their conduct. This would result in bet-
ter service, because a woman who can find employment only t-.vo or
three days a week mist charge more and be less careful than one v;ho
is sure of daily work, but who knows there are many others who would
be glad to get her place.
The ITew Century Guild of 'TorlTing ^.Vomen in New York sends out
expert persons to sweep, dust, do chamber work, clean silver, wash
windov7s and do all necessary things for keeping a house in order.
Clothes are brought to the Guild for mending, and at another
place in the city is a bureau of mending.
In London, window cleaning companies emjloy men of warranted
good character to come at intervals and "clean do^/m the house of win-
dows" as they express it. They proceed quietly f-om room to room,
putting themselves in the way as little as possible. The superintend^
ent calls another day with his bill and takes the money himself.
Good Housekeeping, 1890, 10: 75.
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Baltimore has window cleaning companies similar to the one
mentioned above.
A company now being formed in Boston p>"oposes to employ trained
house workers and send them about to different houses as needed, the
company being responsible for the quality of their work. This is
surely a step toward the solution of the servant problem.
In Chicago, a tinker company sends men to the houses of sub-
scribers to uake repairs of any and all kinds.
r

5&
Mending
.
Cooperation in little things would lighten people's cares. This
is true of mending, an item appalling to the housekeeper of many
cares and paralyzing to the bachelor and self-supporting single woman-
i
If ten or twenty house mothers and single women would combine
'and pledge themselves to give say two hundred fifty days work in the
year, they could easily find a neat needle woman glad to undertake the
work at a low ijrice. A little forethought would be needed, accurate
estimates by each coo^jerator of the amount of employment she could
give, a little mutual forbearance in allotting of times and seasons,
! and self denial in adjustments of domestic arrangements.
I This would provide support for the woman who has seen better
days and has no way to keep the wolf from the door except the dainty
womanly c rt of "making auld claes look .^naist as well* s the new".
! The system is in practical oper: tion in Paris and is a recog-
nized trade. Punctually one day in the week, comes "la raccommodeuse"
4
and having been established in a back room and given a cup of coffee,
she is set to work on the family mending. She has a clientele of a
dozen families, receives a moderate wage and her meals. -w.
Matters are Gj systematized that she is rarely without work.
Lippincott, 1886, 37; 33h , 560.
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' Public Kitchens.
The cooperative kitchen as a municipal undertaking is illust-^atei
by the municipal restaurant at Grenoble, Prance, which has been ovm-
ed and indi'-ectly managed by the city for over forty years, and has
proven its utility and success. ITo profits are awarded any one,
but the city receives a nominal rental for the use of the property.
Nine buildings are joined to form a large central court. Six dining
rooms, with a special one for school children, accommodate the people-
I
According to rule, nothing but the ourest articles are purchased
and the prices and quantity of food are as follows.
I
Soup, one quart, two cents; laeat or fish, four and a half ounces,
ifour cents; wine, a half pint, two cents; bread, four and two thirds
ounces, one cent; dessert, two cents.
Working people are its most numerous customers, but many others
are constant in its patronage and praise.
The constant difficulty which besets an undertaking like this is
the opposition from other restaurants, saloons and provision dealers,
'who are, however, forced to sell purer articles at lower orofit
because of the competition of this restaurant.
Public Opinion, 1897, 23: 5 25 .
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Madaine Schraal of Paris led a campaicn against hone cooking in
France. She thought that cooking in the present age of progress should
be the work of specialists. Trained cooks should prepare meals in
central kitchens to which families would subscribe so much per month
and in return be provided with their daily food.
The New England kitchen of Boston -vas the first practical demon-
stration in this country that savory, substantial food can be prepar-
ed and sold cheaper than it would be possible to prepare it at home.
The French Tourneau Economique and- the German Volks Ki'che had already
demonstrated the fact, years before it was worked out in America.
Essentials for Success in Public Kitchens.
1. Superintendence of trained scientists who can direct^ original
research on new lines.
2 .Intelligent trained assistants.
3. Business experience, to bring results of investigation before
the general public
.
4. Endowments of money for trial steps, by those having faith
in this means of doing great good to the public; by making
better cooking universal, thereby laying foundations for health
and happiness
.
Boston Cooking School Magazine, 1900,4: 117-19.
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Food Sujply Oomparies.
About i890, a compjmy was incorporated in New York for the pur-
pose of serving families with cooked meals over a wide area. Dishes,
boxes and two -horse wagons, specially constructed, were used to con-
vey the food. In the central kitchen, the meals of the family "/ere
put up in silver-plated dishes with tight covers, all of which fitted
exactly into a cop:'C<r box with double vmlls, the space between the
walls being filled with boiling water. Covers ;7ere securely fastened
on the boxes, and ten of these were put into a closed wagon with doorr
in the rear, and inserted in a tank where steam was generated which
enveloped the boxes till they reached their destination,
j
A refrigerator was also built into the wagons, where butter, sal-
ads and ice-cream could be packed.
I The food was of the best quality and so abundant in quantity
that the amount furnished for tv;o was sufficient for three. The pri-
ces were J?12.oo per v/eek for one, ^18. oo for two, and $6.00 per week
for each if three cooperated.
This v/as cooperation among people who were not poor but of ample
means, and who only desired to rid the house of cooks and their waste
and disorder.
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I
Twentieth Century Food Company.
In June, 1900, this company was established at New Haven, Conn.,
for the purpose of furnishing hot meals to families at a reasonable
rate. It continued till August, 1901, and during that time made ex-
istence less of a problem to more than a hundred families.
I
The idea was suggested by the vast amount of money wasted in the
production of food, not only waste that feeds the garbage pail, but
the money paid to the producer, the wholesale dealer, and the retail
merchant; besides the waste of a hundred fires to cook a meal instead
of one, a hundred cooks where six could do the work. Everything vms
bought at the lowest price of the purchaser or the wholesale man
,
with the result that cooked food could in many cases be furnished at
less cost than the raw product.
j
The unique article in the whole equipment was the heat retaining
pail used in delivering goods to the patrons. This is a straight
sided pail with thick walls and these walls are filled with a non-
conducting substance.
The illustratioi, (No.l and 2) shows the outside and top of these
pails. No. 3 is the thickly padded cover. ITo.4 is the rack, which will
just slide into the opening of the pail. Into this rack is first
put a disc of soap-stone or similar substance, then the little gran-
ite pans (Wo. 5) containing the articles called for in the order.
Soups or coffee are served in a sort of pan (No. 6) with a small
opening in the top, closed with a pasteboard disc.
The heat retaining properties of the pail are very remarkable
and in this feature lies the whole of the possibility of serving meal?
in the homes
.
Good Housekeeping, 1901, 32: 490.
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The housewife receives her dinner from the delivery wagon Just
as il" it were a pail of ice-cream, except that the ice-cream will
not keep cold so long the dinner will keep hot, and the dinner
can be lifted out without dirt or trouble and set on the table and th
ice-cream cannot. A dinner delivered at ten thirty may not be served
till one, but at that time it is as hot as if it had come straight
from the kitchen. V/hen the can is opened, the soup can be lifted out
and the lid replaced to koep the rest of the dinner hot. So attractive
is the blue ware in which the food vms delivered that many customers
served the food from it instead of transferring it to cold china.
A skilled housewife who studies the menus of the Twentieth Cen-
tury Pood Company realizes that she crmnot proriuce in her own home
the food they offered at equal cost. The wages of a cook, fuel, waste
from vegetables, skins and bones and a hundred things that figure up
largely in the scale, outveigh the expense of ready cooked food.
Orders for noon dinners had to be in by six o* clock the evening
before delivery. They had to contain at least two articles, which were
served in quantities varying for large or small families, the pans
for small families holding about a quart, for large about three pints.
Factors ontributing to the f-dlure of the experiment :
-
1. Neglect to enforce the rule of ordering the day before, with
consequently poorer service.
2. Capital was too small to stand the initial years of experiment:
in a conservative, home-loving town.
3. The company started out to give too much and the people
learned to expect too much.
4. Ill luck in getting cooks and the chef's extravagance.
5. Too great a variety in menus.
6. Inexperienced manager and unfavorable location selected.
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE.-Orders for Sunday al
dinners, to Insure delivery, must be received not \\
Saturday.
DELIVER TO
Name
Address
NOON. NICHl
SUNDAY.
SOXJF (One Q<aart.)
Mock Bisque,
irge Family BOILED.
Portion.
.90 Boiled Turkey, Oyster Sauc
ROASTS.
.75 Roast Beef, Pan gravy
.95 Roast Spring Chicken, StufEc
ENTREES.
.60 Braised Filet of Beef (Tend'loir
— aux Champignons
Salmon Cutlets, Green Peas
Banana Fritters
Boston Baked Beans
Boston Baked Beans, "Tucl"
Baked Macaroni, au gratin
VEGETABLES.
.60
•35
•IS
.20
.22
•15
•35
.30
•25
.22
Creamed Potatoes
Green Peas
Succotash
PUDDINGS.
Cottage with Sauce
Baked Indian
Coffee (one quart).
Mark articles ordered with X opposite price to indicate qi
desired (large or small).
The large family portion is intended to serve 5 or 6 persJ
" small " '• " " 3 or 4
We make to order the following Salads :
CHICKEN LOBSTER SHRIMP CELER
POTATO' CABBAGE SALiHON RUSSl
aOth CENTURY FOOD CO.'S SALAD.
MAYONNAISE SALAD DRESSING in any desired quantit]
I]
PLEftSE TAKE NOTICE.-Orrferj (or Sunday and Monday no<
dinners to Injure delivery, must be receUed not laler than b p. r
Siturdiy.
DELlfEIt TO
Name
Address.
NOON. NICHT.
SUNDAY.
SOUP (One Q«i«rt.)
Mock Bisque, - - • .20
aS'" BOILED.
Sa,.U^F.n
.90 Boiled Turkey, Oyster Sauce .65
ROASTS.
.75 Roast Beef, Pan gravy 50
.95 Roast Spring Chicken, Stuffed .65
ENTREES.
.60 Braised Filet of Beef (Tend'loin) .45
aux Champignons
—
Salmon Cutlet.-i, Green Peas
Banana Fritters
Boston Baked Beans
Boston Baked Beans, ™."
Baked Macaroni, au gratin
VEGETABLES.
Creamed Potatoes
Green Peas
Succotash
PUDDINGS.
.25 Cottage with Sauce
.22 Baked Indian
Coffee (one quart), -
•'5
•35
•30
Mark articles orJercd with X opposite price lo indicate quantity
desired (large or amall).
The larcc family portion is intended to seyve 5 or 6 petiODf.
We make to order the following Salads :
CHICKEN LllBSTEIt tlllKIMP CKLKRY
POTATO CABBAGE tSALMllS RUSSIAN
JOih CENTURV FOOD CO.'S SAL-AD.
MAYONNAISE SALAD DRESSING in any deilred quantity.
PtEflSE TAKE NOTICE.— Orders for Sunday and MondJJ "0
;
dinners, lo Insure delivery, must be receded nol later fhan B p.'
! Saturday.
DELtrSR TO
\ Name
Address
NOON. NICHT.
MONDAY.
SOUF (One Quart.)
Cream of Split Pea, - - - .20
PureiS of Jackson, . . - .15
Fried Haddock and Salt Pork .35
Fried Scollops
BOILED.
Corned Beef and Cabbage
ROASTS.
Roast Veal, Stuffed
Beef Loaf
•5°
.60
35
PLEASE TAKE ^OTrCE.-Orders tor Sunday and Monday no<
dinners, to Insure delivery, must be received not laler tlian 6 p.
Saturday.
DELIVER TO
Name
Address
NOON. NICHT.
TUESDAY.
SOUP (One Quart.
Cream of Celery,
Holland Green Pea, -
""Srtlo'n""'
FISH.
.60 Broiled Fresh Mackerel
'
ENTREES.
35 Lamb Croquettes and Green Peas
35 Beef Stew and Dumplings
Corned Beef Hash
Chicken Livers en brochette
Corn Fritters
Baked Beans
Baked Beans, Tomato Sauce
VEGETABLES.
Stewed Potatoes
Mashed Yellow Turnips
Succotash
String Beans
PUDDINGS.
.22 . Plain Custard
.22 Prune
Coffee (one quart),
•5
30
•35
•45
.60 Boiled Ham, Brown Sauce •45
• 25 ROAST.
75 Roast Beef, Pan gravy •50
• 50 ENTREES.
•3°
•45 Beef a la Mode •35
•25 Fish Cakes. Tomato Sauce 15
•50 Baked Chicken Pie •35
•25
•45^ Lamb Stew -30
•-'5
^
.60 Veal Chops, Breaded, '!,"";,"''^' .40
25 30 Minced Ham on Toast .20
. 20
.22 Farina Fritters, Vanilla Sauce 15
•5 15 Baked Beans . 10
.
1
. 20 Baked Beans, Tomato Sauce •155
. 20 Macaroni a la Italienne •15
•'5 Boiled Rice . 10
. 10 VEGETABLES.
. 10
'5 Creamed Potatoes
. 10
. 20 Boiled Onions .18
•25
•35 Green Peas 25
PUDDINGS.
15 .22 Creamed Bread •15
•"5 Date Mdringue •15
.15 I Coffee (one quart),
Mark arliclet ordered tvith X opposite price lo indicate quanCit]
desired Uarge or small).
The large family portion is intended to serve 5 or 6 persons.
We make to order the following S«lad.< : «
CHICKEN I>ORSTER SHRI^II' CEI.ERV
Mark arrictes ordei
Esired (large or small
Tlic Urge lamily portion
ith X opposite price to i
itended to serre 5
3
r 6 persons.
MAYONNAISE SALAD DRESSING in any desired quantity.
We make to order the followln; Salads
:
CHICKEN LOIISTEK SHRIIlll' CELERY
POTATO CAItBAr^E SALMON RUSSIAN
•JOtli CENTURV I'OOD CO.'S SAl.AD.
MAYONNAISE SALAD DRESSING In any desired quantity.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE.-Orders (or Stinday and Monday noi
dinners, to Insure delivery, must be received not later than 6 p. (
Saturday.
DELTVEIt TO
Name
Address
NOON NIGHT.
WEDNESDAY.
SOTJP (One Quart.)
Chicken, .20
Consomm6 a la Virginia, - - .20
ge Family FISH Small FamI
'ortlon.
rion.
Portion.
.50 Fried Oysters
.35
BOILED.
.50 New England Boiled Dinner
.35
ROASTS.
.75 Roast Lamb .50
.60 Roast Loin of Pork
.40
ENTREES.
60 Lamb Chops, Breaded,
'^^"^.'^T .45
35 Beef Stew and Dumplings .25
35 Salmon Croquettes. Green Peas 25
30 Rice Cakes, with Jelly .20
35 Banana Fritters .25
35 Corned Beef Hash .25
15 Baked Beans 10
20 Baked Beans. Tomato Sauce
.15
22 Spaghetti and Cheese
,15
12 Old Fashion Corn Meal Mush —
VEGETABLES.
.15 Mashed Potatoes ,ro
.15 Stewed Tomatoes .10
.30 Stewed Corn ,20
PUDDINGS.
.22 Rice Mtjringue
.15
.22 Tapioca Cream
.15
Coffee (one quarl), - - -
.15
cate quantity
6 persons.
Mark articles ordered with X opposite price to indi
desired (large or small).
The large family portion is intended to serve s or
We make to arder the following Salads
:
CHICKEN LOBSTER HIIRmP CELERY
POTATO CABBAGE MA l.niON RU8SIAN
20(li CENTL'ltY FOOD CO.'S JiALAD.
MAYONNAISE SALAD DRESSING In any desired quantity.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE.-Orders for Sunday and Monday noi
dinners, to Insure delivery, must be received nol later ttian 6 p. i
Saturday.
DELItEB TO
Name
Address
NOON. NICHT.
THURSDAY.
SOXJP (One Quart.J
Consomm6 Royale,
Cream of Split Pea, -
"'o'riioT.'" FISH. S">a
.35 Baked Deep Sea Cod
BOILED.
.35 Corned Beef and Cabbage
.60 Boiled Ham, Brown Sauce
ROASTS.
.75 Roast Beef, Pan gravy
.45 Veal Loaf
ENTREES.
.50 Stewed Chicken, Family Style
.50 Braised Beef, with Glac(S Onions
• 35 Lamb Pot-Pie
.15 Spaghetti, with Tomatoes
.15 Corn Meal Fritters
.30 Minced Ham on Toast
.35 Corned Beef Hash
.15 Baked Beans
.20 Baked Beans, Tomato Sauce
VEGETABLES.
.15 Creamed Potatoes
.22 Stewed Parsnips
.30 Lima Beans
PUDDINGS.
.25 Lemon Rice
.32 Date Meringue
Coflee (one quart),
Mark articles ordered with X opposite price t
desired (large or small).
The '^'Se family portion is intended to servi r 6 persons.
We make to order the following 5alad9 r
CHICKEN LORHTEK ^^IIKinil* CEI.ERV
POTATO CAIIIIA(;e HAI.MON RIISHIAN
•iOlli CENTIIKY FOOD CO.'S SALAD.
MAYONNAISE SALAD DRESSING In an) lleslred quantity.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE.
-Orders lor Sunday and Monday noon
dinners, to Insure dellvary. must be received not later than 6 p. m.
Saturday.
ItELIVEtt XO
Name
_
Address
NOON. NICHT.
FRIDAY.
SOUP (One Quart.)
Clam Chowder, - - - .
Holland Green Pea, - . -
.15
'•'Krtfnn"''"' FISH. ^mnll FamIronton. Porllon.
.75 Boiled Salmon, Sauce Hollandaise
.50
.60 Broiled Blue, Maitre d'hotel
.40 Boiled Cod, Egg Sauce
ENTREES.
50 Fricassee Chicken, Plain
50 Escalloped Mutton and Tomatoes
35 Banana Fritters
35 Corned Beef Hash
22 Macaroni and Cheese
15 Baked Beans
20 Baked Beans, Tomato Sauce
25 Fish Cakes
12 Hominy
VEGETABLES.
IS Mashed Potatoes
15 Mashed Turnips
22 Boiled Onions
30 Succotash
PUDDINGS.
•22 Prune
.22 Creamed Bread
Coffee (one quart),
•15
•5
5
Mark articles ordered with X opposite price to indicate quantii
desired (large or small). ^
The large family portion is intended to serve 5 or 6 persons.
rail
i or
We make to order the following Satad.s
:
CHICKEN LOBSTKR SIlltliyiF CEI.EBYPOTATO CADIIAKE SAI.KKIN KUSNIAN
•40th CENTliliY FOOD CO.'st SALAD.
MAYONNAISE SALAD DRESSING In any desired quantity.
Saturday
delivery, must be received not Liter than 6 p.
i>Ei.iyEU Tn
Name
Address
NOON. NICHT.
SATURDAY.
SOUP (One Qua
Pureu of Tomato.
Beef Broth,
'5
•15
•30
FISH.
Fried Eels
BOILED.
Corned Beef and Cabb.ige
ROAST.
75 Roast Beef, Pan gravy
ENTREES.
60 Fried Scollops
35 Beef Stew and Vegetables
75 Fried Chicken, Maryland Style
22 Corn Fritters
35 Small Country Sausage '
12 Old Fashion Corn Meal Mush
50 Chicken Croquettes, Green Peas
15 Baked Beans
20 Baked Beans. Tomato Sauce
22 Spaghetti and Cheese
•35
•15
•30
•35
VEGETABLES.
Potatoes, au .gratin
Lima Beans
Green Peas
PUDDINGS.
.25 Cocoanut Custard
.22 Graham with Sauce
Coffee (one quart),
The large family port
We r
intended t ! S or 6 persons.
>rder the following Salads
:
CHICKEN LOKSTRR MlltlJtIP CEI.ER'i'
POTATO CAUIIA<;e h II. MOV RCHSIAN
'20lh CENTURY KlfOD Ctl.'S SALAD.
MAYONNAISE SALAD DRESSING In any desired quantlly.
PURE FOOD.
SCIENTIFICALLY COOKED.
DELIVERED HOT.
BILL OF FARE
(Destroy all previous lists.)
TWENTIETH
CENTURY
FOOD
. . .
COMPANY
. .
Cuncbeon$^"<» Dinners
DELIVERED HOT AT 12 M.
OR 6 P. M.
Orders for noon dinners must be received by 6
P. M. the day he/ore delivery.
Orders for 6 o'clock dinners or luncheons not
later than 12 M. day o/ delivery.
78-80 COURT STREET.
TtLEPMONE 258-4.
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
ALL THE WATER USED IN OUR
COOKING IS FILTERED.
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The heat retainers used by the Food Supply Company of New Ha-
ven have been used with c^^e^t success in private enterprises of the
same kind.
Mrs. Eraina P. Ewing is using the heat retainers in the hot food
business she has recently started in Pittsburg, Pa.
Mrs. Bertha Grimes, of Mansfield, Ohio, is carrying on a success-
Iful business there. She writes that after investigating the heat re-
tainers, she ordered twenty and began December first, 1901, with five
families. She found that the work had to be done in a syst matic
yf&y ' She has a warming table that holds the enameled dishes for twelve
families, and after the food is distributed in these dishes it takes
one person just five ninutes to pack the twelve family dinners in the
heat retainers. Piter she found that the v;ork was not a fad, but a
business, she ordered a large oven and v/ith the warming table and the
heat retainers, in a well equipped kitchen, nothing else was needed
in the business except cleanliness, promptness and good home cook ing
•
The bill of fare consists of ov.e soup and meat, tv/o vegetables
and dessert, .vith ice-cream and cake on Sundays. She takes orders for
course dinners and luncheons.
She sa2^s the possibilities of the heat retainers are unlimited,
and that the business is well adapted for women and a blessing to
those v/ho are left with children to support, since they can keep
their family together and make a good living.
Mrs. Grimes farther says, "If this work were taken up on the
cooperative plan by ten or twelve families having one central kitch-
en, v;ith one woman at the head and two hoy r'e'' Ivcre^s , *-'-e-' ••'O'-'''^
find that bread and everything home made could be furnished to them

6?
at less cost than they could hnve it done in their own homes. I feel
sure that the tine is near when there vAill be a central kitchen in
every city. It v/ill be a necessity to the happiness of American homes-
There are advancements in every other line, -vhy not in this? I hope
the club wonen of this country \7ill tal:e this up and systematize
home livinjj as a mar: does his b^isiness. If this could be taught in
all the summer schools it would spread the work and furnish trained
women for families who wish to try the cooperative plan.
Mr. S. H. Street of New Haven, Conn., who sells these heat-
retainers, says that practical cooks who have good business ideas
will be successful in this line of work.
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A New Line of Work
For Women
1( Tew ways for women to make money are always eagerly
I ^
welcomed. This is especially true if the money can be
I ^ earned in their own home. Mrs. Bertha L. Grimes, of
Mansfield, Ohio, has met with such success in a new
line of work, that it is worth while for other women in other
places to learn her methods. By so doing- they will not only
secure profit to themselves, but become public benefactors.
This method has partially solved the vexed question of a
servant in the home. For the past twenty years the reign of
the cook has been too autocratic to suit American ideas.
Co-operating housekeeping has been tried extensively all
over the land, but no one can really regret the fact that co-
operatioti which tends to weaken home ties or lessen the in-
dividuality or integrity of the home has missed the approval
of American home makers. The scarcity of domestic help led
Mrs. Grimes to consider the feasibility of serving families
with meals in their own homes. This was made possible by
the use of heat retainers so constructed that a course dinner,
simple or elaborate, can be delivered miles away from the
place of cooking in the same condition in which it is placed
in the different compartments.
This has been successfully carried on in Mansfield, Ohio,
for the past year.
Within the past few weeks Mrs. Grimes has organized
The Dinner Delivery Company of Pittsburg, Pa. Associated
with her are Mrs. Emma P. Ewing, Mrs. Maude P. Kirk of
Rochester, N. Y., both well known teachers of cookery, and
Mrs. Jennie B. Prentiss for ten years Matron of the Margaret
Louise Home of New York City.
The Dinner Delivery Company will also open a school to
give instruction in the proper selection, cooking and hand-
ling of the food delivered in these heat retainers, so that each

person who establishes a plant will conduct it on the same
economical and profitable basis as the one already estab-
lished.
This work can be successful^ carried on by Women's Ex-
changes and by Young Women's Christian Associations, and
this school will fit women for these positions.
The length of time required to prepare for this work will
depend iipon the ability and knowledge already possessed.
For further information address,
DINNER DELIVERY COMPANY,
419 Craft Ave., PITTSBURG, PA.
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A NEW ENTERPRISE
Arrangement by Which Families Can
be Served With Hot Dinners and
Suppers.
Discoveries and inventions arc rare
in the field of domestic science and
every improvemient on the old-time
methods of our ancestors is hailed with
great interest. It has long been ad-
mitteid that there is a great waste oi
time, labor and fuel in the present
method of housekeeping. The present
i
system worked out by Mrs. Bertha L.
I Gmmes of this city seems to have solv-
ed the problem of co-operative house-
keeping and also the servant girl ques-
tion which agitates our households to
a greater degree each year. The scar-
city of help caused the discussion of
different plans of co-operative house-
keeping by some of the Mansfield ladies
and led Mrs. Grimes to consider the
feasibility of serving families with hot
meals, in their own homes. This was
made possible by the use of the Twen-
tieth Century Heat Retainers, made in
New Haven, Ct., which keep meals hot
three hours or more, delivered at any
distance.
Mrs. Grimes uses a warming table
of her own design to kee'p the food hot
during distribution in the enameled
dishes which go to eacli family. The
whole system is so practical that it can
be used successfully not only by large
business firms, ecuippe'd with all
modern conveniences but by any wo-
man with only the investment in heat
retainers.
She has under consideration the op-
ening of a schookto teach practical co-
operative housekeeping as inis new
system will be widely adopted and
there will be an immediate demand for
trained workers. The enterprise is no
longer a fad, but a necessity and will
soon become a feature' of every city as
well as the bakery and laundry.
Mrs. Grimes began her Avork of fur-
nishing cooked meals on the. co-oper-
ative plan on Dec. 1, 1901, and at that
time she had five familiete on her list.
At the present time she serves twenty-
three families in the city with dinners
\\r\d suppers.
The 20th Century
Food Supply Co.
BERTHA L. GRIM£,S. Mgr.
£} £}
Are Prepared to Deliver Meals
at Your Residence at the fol-
lowing Prices : ^
2 meals a day for 4 in family, $2.75 each per week, $11 .CO
2 meals a day for 3 in family, 3.00 each per week, 9.00
2 meals a day for 2 in family, 3.25 each per week, 6.50
2 meals a day for I in family, 4.00 each per week, 4.00
J dinner for 4 in family, $1.00 per day, per week, $7.C0
.90 per day, per week, 6.30
.70 per day, per week, 4.90
.40 per day, per week, 2.80
$1.00 per day, per week, $6.00
.75 per day, per week, 4.50
.60 per day, per week, 3.60
.35 per day, per week, 2.10
J dinner for 3 in family
I dinner for 2 in family
1 dinner for I in family
1 supper for 4 in family
\ supper for 3 in family
1 supper for 2 in family
\ supper for J in family
Sunday dinners, each
Picnic lunches, each
No Supper served on Sunday evening
.50
.25
Special orders for Diririers and
Luncl^es rritist be serit iri tl^e day
before.
For any furtlner infoririatiori, call
Bell Telephone, Main 341.
I
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COOPEkATrvE COOltlNG.
A Central Kifchcii Which Purposes to
Sef've Hot Meals to Honseivivi'.s.
CoiisidPiablP excitement was created at a meeting
of the New-York State Household Economic
Asso-
ciation, held in the Berkeley l.yceum
yesterday
afternoon, bv the production, at half past 4
o clock_
of l piping hot dinner, which had been
cooked
in New-Haven that morning and packed for
ship-
ment to New-York at 11 :30.
The dinner, which comprised soup, fish,
potatoes,
roast lamb and .spinach, was packed in a
brass
cvltnder, composed of two sheets of metal
placed
about two inches apart and including a mass
of
non-conducting material. The cylinder was closed
with a cover constructed in the same way,
and at
the bottom was a heater. The dishes were
takeii
from this cylinder so hot that they could
not be
filled and were passed around to the a.^d,e^ce
ibat they might sati.sfy themselves that this
was
"Thircvlinder has been successfully used for
,
the
distribution of meals from central kitchens
m
Pittsburg. New-Haven and Mansfield, Ohio
and a
company has been formed for the purpose
of intro-
ducing its use into other cities, including
New-
York. Miss Clara I^uise Herman will have
charge
of the enterprise here, and it is hoped that
the work
will be begun at an early date.
A paper by Miss Herman, which was read in
her
absence by the Rev. Walter B^ntley preceded
the
exhibition of the dinner, and in it
^^f . ^fj^^^
said that food could be cooked and distributed
by
this system at the same cost at which people
now
buy the raw material for their meals. It would
also
be possible to give to the public by this means
he
beneats of modern scientific investigations in
the
subject of nutrition. Patrons could be assured that
their meals contained the proper nutritive
Propor-
tions, while the needs of children and invalids
would be specially considered.
To this Miss Helen Louise Johnson, who was
also one of the speakers of the afternoon,
added
that meals suitable to all conditions of life
cou d
be ordered from the central kitchen. It would only
be necessary to state that one was a student,
or a
dyspeptic, or whatever the case might be. to get
meals exactly suited to one's needs.
The elimination of kitchen drudgery from the
home was mentioned as one of the greatest ad-
vantages of co-operative cooking. Only in this
way, said Miss Herman, could we realize the ideal
home life. Many domestic infelicities would vanish
with the slavery of the kitchen, and women would
have time to be real companions to their husbands
''"Thes^i^Ss were the first of a Lenten series
which has been arranged by the New-York State
Household Economic Association. Miss Adele
Fielde presided and exhibited the dinner, and it
was announced that the series would close with a
fifth lecture by Mrs. Sarah Walrath Lyons on the
•nietetic Value of Food." Mrs. Lyons will give
the talk in her rooms at the Powellton. and will
inerward entertain the members of the associa-
tion at a hygienic luncheon. It was also announced
that on March 19 the Household Econoniic Assocm^
tion would organize for city ''vork alone, the State
I work having been taken over by the New-York
1 State Federation of Women s Clubs.
1
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(It should be stated that nost of these ventures v/ere really
cooperative boarding, since neals were usually taken in a comnon
dining room and no other branch of house-work v/as undertaken.)
Cambridge, Ilassachuset ts .
The Cacibridge Massachusetts Cooperative Housekeeping Association
was organized in 1670, with forty shareholders, who subscribed ^2750
in amounts ranging fron ^25.00 to ."^ISCOO.
It continued about one year and approached more nearly than any
experiment that has ever been made to the ideal of its chief pro-
moter, Mrs. M. P. Peirce.
A central building was fitted up for a laundry, kitchen, ba-
kery and store. The laundry started first and paid its expenses from
the beginning because it was well supervised; but the members grew
indifferent and discouraged after the first fe?^ weeks and the asso-
ciation disbanded at the end of a year.
Reasons for failure:
1. All the shareholders did not patronize the store.
2. The three departments of work, laundry, kitchen and bakery
were begun at the same time, instead of being allowed to de-
velop gradually.
The whole was given over to the charge of a board of directors,
one of whom v;as a paid official and the manager of the entire business.
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Chicago, Illinois.
A married couple and two young lady friends lived cooperc.ti vely
for two years in a steam heated flat, for which they paid twenty
dollars per month.
A first class table, with never less that three courses, was
served, with the best of everything in t e market, and rent, laun-
dry and food, with a v/oman to sweep and clean once a week, cost each
member only fifteen dollars per month and sometimes less.
The labor was divided Into fou'- parts, each member taking turns
in getting the meals for a week.
The experiment was considered very successful and v;as discon-
tinued because of the marriage of> one of the young ladies and the de-
parture of the other from the city.
Decatur, 111.
The first meal of the Decatur Housekeeping Club was served Aug-
ust thirtieth, 1691. The club was started by a set of discontented
boarders who thought they could have a better table at less expense
on the cooperative plan. It included about forty of the leading peo-
ple of the city and was for a time a financial and social success.
The following rules were signed by the members:
1. This shall be a cooperative association for the benefit of
its members.
2. No debts shall be contracted.
3. A president, secretary and treasurer shall be chosen from
amonfi: its members
.
Mrs. Elizabeth Guyton, 4717 Kenwood Ave., Chicago, 111.

4. A superintendent shall be appointed to act as purchasing
agent for the club, vouchers to be delivered to the treasurer.
5. Members shall pay !^>2.75 per week for board; children under
ten half price.
6. The superintendent is to have entire chal^ge of the dining
room , kitchen and servants under the Board of Managers.
7. Application for membership must be posted in the dining room
three days before admission and no one is to be received if a serious
objection is raised by any member.
A housekeeper was chosen, two cooks and three waitresses hired,
and for a time all went well, the meals being of excellent quality.
Some of the factors contributing to final failure may be nention-
ed
.
1. The weekly rate for board did not cover the expense for the
excellent fare provided and the necessary assessments were unpopular.
Families leaving for the summer inade increased assessments necessary,
the weekly payments being raised to $3.50.
2
. The organizer of the club went away and the assessments got
into a tangle.
3. The housekeeper resigned, some of the members went back to
housekeeping, the new housekeeper grew discouraged the second summer
and left too mch to the servants, whose dishonesty contributed to
failure.
The scheme v/as well planned, and while not an unqualified succesi?
it can hardly be called a failure, since some of the raembe-s would
be v/i lTi.'np' to iindertpke p. p'^^'^i/'p.^ t^yryavimpi-rti^ p.pp!'
.
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Evanston, Illinois.
Forty-five famili^B of means and position organized a coopera-
tive association of housekeepers in 1890, with a capital stock of ?!!5OO0.
Two shares of fifty dollars each entitled the holder to the use of
kitchen and laundr^^ . A board of managers was appointed and a steward
engaged as superintendent. The greatest number of persons served by
the kitchen was 268 and the number grew rapidly less.
An attempt was made to deliver meals hot to the various homes.
The manner in which this was done is interesting. The cooked food
was placed on steam tables where it was kept warm till it could be
assorted and placed in separate receptacles for each family. The
Norwegian kitchens used to convey the food were galvanized tin boxes,
two by three feet in size and five inches high, with compartments for
two kinds of vegetables, one each for tea and coffee, one for meats
and one for fruits, all surrounded by hot water. These were set on
shelves in three layers in the wagons, which were . enclosed and heated
with small stoves.. Three delivery wagons, each holding sixteen kitch-
ens, were used.
The bills of fare were furnished a meal in advance, the one for
lunch being taken at breakfast time, etc.
The experiment was discontinued, with the following causes at-
tributei! for its failure:
1. Too small a capital - one cooperator asserting that such a
scheme should not be organized on less than .^10000 for fifty families-
The capital should be large enough to provide for advance rent, cost
of apparatus, wagons, wages and always unforeseen expenses, besides
being large enough in starting to admit of wholesale purchases of
non-perishable materials.
Mrs. Nellie F. Kingsley, Evanston, 111.
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2. The steward, who had been highly recommended, was found to be
dishonest and incapable.
3. Meals were too elaborate and no judgment was used in the
amount served to each family.
4. The wagons \Yere too large and expensive and as the attempt
was made to serve too many families from the same wagon, they did not
keep the meals hot
.
5. The association was cheated in the size of its boilers, and
the ITorwegian kitchens cost more than was estimated.
There was further miscalculation regarding important matters,
though the promoters were unusually intelligent and energetic people
and some of the '7ealthiest men in the tovm. "It was no combination
of Concord philosophers, but it came to a Brook Farm end".
Evans vi 1 1 e , Wi s
.
A company of twenty families was formed about 1885, and a house
bought and fitted up for its use. A housekeeper was hired by a Board
of Directors, ^Yho had the management of the house and the hiring and
control of servants.
The cost of meals was $2.50 per \ieeV: and even at that low rate
excellent board was furnished. The experiment continued for three
years, -vhen an opportunity/ came for selling the house at ' a good price
and as some of the people were tired of boarding, the plan was aban-
doned. It was considered a financial and social success, the greatest
difficulty being in securing a competent housekeeper.
Mrs. Robert M. Richmond, Evansville, Wis.
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Guise, Prance.
The oldest successfiil experiment in cooperative living which is
still in existence is that of the "Social "^alace at Guise". It was
begun in 1860 yith 600 persons and in 1890 included about 2000. It
is "lot only cooperative in its housekeeping arrangements, but in the
care and education of children.
There are three large buildings, with all modern appointments,
in which families are grouped, each family in its own suite of apart-
ments for which it pays fixed rental according to the location and
number of rooms. In the su-^rounding main buildings are the cooperative
laundries, workshops, cha jel and office.
Families can cook in their own kitchens if they choose, but all
cooperate in purchr.sing from cooperative stores. They can buy cooked
food, hot and freshly prepared for each meal, and serve it in their
own dining rooms, or can be served at the public table.
Careful provision is made for the care of the old and the sick,
and a law -suit or police case among its members is almost unknown.
The Association was founded by one man of wealth, large hearted
and large brained, who planned the scheme and furnished the capital.
"V/ho can estimate the happiness of this associated life, where
every family (snjoys family privacy and yet has a common industry,
where life is founded on Justice that secures abundance and guards
against poverty."
Harper* Si'lonthly, 1872, 44; 701-16: 1885, 11: 912-18.
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Jacksonville, 111.
The Westminster Club, coraposefl of five fanilies or twenty people,
tried an experiment in cooperative boarding for two years, fron 1889
to 1891. A house, only a block distant fron each family was rented
at vliSO.OO per month and a woman and her three daughters installed
as housekeepers, who used their own furniture, stove and dishes.
Each cooperating family supplied tables, chairs, silver and linen.
The entire cost per capita averaged a trifle less than three
dollars per week and the matron and her three daughters each cleared
three dollars per week. The house was run on a strictly cash basis
making many wholesale purchases possible. Each week all bills were
given to the treasurer by the matron, including the rent, gas, tel-
ephone and fifty cents for each membe"^ for service. Twenty-five cents
per meal was cha:^ged for guests for less than a week, otherwise the
week*s rate of board was charged. After providing for twenty boarders
it was found that all additional boarders or extra meals added little
to the expense and much decreased the rate per week.
Causes for c"'osing the club:
One family withdrew, and the substitute family detracted from
the home-like atmosphere and made the club seem more like a boarding
house
.
The housekeeper grew tired of keeping up the high grade of work
insisted upon and resigned. "Most of the trouble came from outside
interference- the v/ages p .id, the number of workers, and people who
announced they would join the club, without invitation, thinking they
could patronize it as they would a hotel."
Mrs. Sarah M. Pairbank, 235 Westminster St.,
Jacksonville, 111.

Junction Git/, Kansas.
The Bellamy Club represents the most successful working of
Bellamy's theory to be found in a western town. The club was organ-
ized Jan. 4, 1891. A i)resident, secretary and treasurer and execu-
tive committee of three were elected. The constitution and by-laws
were as follows:
The name of this association shall be the Bellamy Club
.
The object shall be to reduce annoyance and expense of house-
keepers by consolidation and cooperation.
The officers shall be a president, vice-president, secretary,
treasurer and an executive committee of three, all of 'rhora shall be
elected by ballot at the first meeting and hold office six months.
All parties who Join the club at the time of organization, Jan. 4,
1891
, shall be designated as chapter nenbers on signing the consti-
tution and paying the treasurer one "reelzh dues in advance. New members
may be received at any time on application to a committee composed
of the officers of the club, providing they receive the unanimous"
vote of the committee and a two-thirds vote of the members of the
club.
All members shall be voters in all elections for officer's and
in the decision of all questions arising as to the government of the
association.
Regular meetings of the club shall be held semi-annually in the
rooms of the association, special jneetings to be held in the same
place.
It shall be the duty of the ^resident to preside at all meetings
of officers and of the association, to sign all orders on the treas-
ury for moneys appropriated by the executive committee, and also to
(have general over-sight of the business of the association.
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The Vice-president shall perform all duties of the Presid'^nt
in the absence or disability of that officer and shall also be a
committee of ore to hear grievances of members and repo'^t the same
to the executive committee, and to make sug^^estions to the cook con-
cerning the bill of fare.
The Secretary shall keep a record of all the proceedings of
business meetings, shall keep an account with e;ich member, receive
all dues :)aid in and pay them over to the Treasurer, taking a receipt
therefor; and shall also make repo'-t at annual and semi-annual meet-
ings of all moneys paid into the club.
It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to receive all moneys
from the Secretary and to make due entry of same in a book kept for
the purpose, to deposit said moneys in a bank designated by the exec-
utive committee, and to pay all bills by check on the order of the
executive committee, counter-signed by the President.
It shall be the duty of the executive committee to have general
charge of financial and business interests of the club, to make all
purchases of supplies themselv s or through the matron or cook, and
to call special meetings of the club.
It shall be the duty of members to assist and encour; ge the of-
ficers in the conduct of the club.
1. By remembering to be reasonable in their rf ^uirements
,
bearing:'
in mind that the weekly dues are sma''l and that judginent and a d econ-
omy are necessary to make receipts equal to the expenditures.
2. By never forgetting that htey are not in a boarding house
carried on for the purpose of gain, but are members of a mutual coopr-
erative society, whose officers give their time and energies to the
work without any reco'^^i^^nf* •xcr^t :'"""t s'^r.rei'"^ by a"*!, viz., the
successful working of the club.
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3. Members should consider it a duty to make known any short-
comings of servants or fare to the Vice-president, whose business
it is to hear and endeavor- to redress grievances; and refrain from
inflicting them upon their fellow members.
4. It shall be the imperative duty of members to speak we'll of
the club as they \70uld of their own families; failing to do this
they should withd^^aw, as no members are desired who are dissatisfied.
The number of menbers shall be limited to the number of places
the tables.
An auditing committee of three members shall be appointed, at
the annual and semi-annual meetings, by the president , who skall au-
dit accounts of the secretary, treasurer and the executive committee
and report at the same meeting.
This constitution may be amended at any regular meeting by a
two-thirds vote of the members present, notice of amendment having
been submitted in writing to the committee of officers one month
previously.
By-laws may be amended at any time by unanimous vote of the
committee of officers.
By-laws .
:
The dues of the club shall be !'^2.50 or ^3.00 per week for adults
and $1.25 for children under seven and over five years of age. The
^2.50 rate apploes to those families who loan to the club tables,
chairs, dishes, cutlery, table-linen and kitchen utensils sufficient
for said families* own use and also for use of members not furnishing.
Supplies shall be purchased from local dealers as far as possible
the best interests of the association alone being the guide in this
respect
.
Mrs. M. E. Clark, 4o4 S. Jefferson St. Junction City, Kan.
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The club rented parlors, dining ^oom and kitchen in a private
residence for ^^20. 00 per month, and the same amount was paid to the
cook, three waitresses and two assistants in the kitchen. Ouests were
served at twenty cents a meal if less than two drys, and deductions
made for two or more days absence if notified in advance. The board-
ers arranged themselves in companies to suit themselves^ at tables
seating from four to ten.
The executive committee met Saturday afternoon to audit ac-
1 counts, pay bills and plan menus for the coming week. The servants
were jaid first of all, then cost of fuel deducted, and the balance
divided into seven day rations. ITo debts were allowed and the con-
'Stitution was rigidly enforced.
The housekeepers found the expense of tables l/3 to 1/2 less
[than under the usual jnethods of housekeeping, and the club was con-
sidered a success both froii the standpoint of service and finance.
It entered upon the fifth year of its existence in 1895, and was
later discontinued only because many changes in the neighborhood
reduced the number of congenial people and made it impossible to
keep help enough or set so good a table.
^ Kansas City, Mo.
A club of fifty members chose officers and a Board of Directors
and under its management, good service and excellent meals were suppli
ed at a cost of twelve cents per meal or $2.50 per week for each mem-
ber.
The catering was done by a woman in charge of the house, who was
given the privilege of renting rooms to such members as desired to
lUwon imdpr- the roof with the culinary department.
^ Good Housekeeping, 1691, 12: 145-46.
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London, England.
Six families in a London suburb, people of culture and refined
habits of life, lived cooperatively in a group if six houses, built
with one large kitchen and laundry in common, but with a separate
dining room for each house. In renting, the price included heating,
lighting and cooking but each family employed its own dining room
service.
One housekeeper had charge of the whole concern - kitchen, cooks,
scullions, and to her they rendered strict obedience. Each family-
was served with its own bill of fare, ordered by the mistress or the
housekeeper, who knew just how much money was allowed by each family
for its board and acted accordingly.
The success of such a scheme depends upon the housekeeper, who
must have good health, intelligence and experience in domestic af-
fairs .
All about London, in its beautiful suburbs, the plan is in suc-
cessful operation, as in many other parts of England. The conditions
of life are so different in the United States that the methods of the
experiment mist also be different.
Longwood, 111.
«
The Longwood Home Association, consisting of twelve families
or fifty members, was organized October, ISOO, and existed for two
years. The cooperators
-ere all friends, living within a radius of
three blocks, and their object in forming the association was to
simplify the labor of daily llvln^r^ t.v.o if^'^^ ^nt^.c "^o have meals no
more luxurious than those of families of moderate means.
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The members agreed to pay ten cents for each meal, two snill
child'-en counting as one person. A central club house was engaged, th<
first floor of which was occupied by the large dining room, pantries
and kitchen, and the second floor by reception and cloak rooms.
Each family furnished its own table, chairs, dishes and linen.
The expense was divided into three classes.
1. Operative expenses - rent, fuel, light, wages of chef and
three waitresses. ( The chef planned the meals and was paid ^?45.00
per month, waitresses $."^.00 per week.)
' 2. Maintenance fund, providing for loss emd breakage.
3. Food costs.
The first two expenses continued at all times, but one paid for
only those meals at which he was present. One man with experience as
a buyer, purchased all supplies at wholesale, without commission.
No househee .';er was emplo^'-ed, but two ladies, each acting two
weeks and serving in turn, prepared the menus and directed the house-
keeping, overlapping each other in their term of service so that one
person of experience was always at the head of things.
On Sunday, but two meals were served in the dining room, Sunday
night tea being a chafing dish affair in the various homes. Breakfast
was served on week days from seven to eight -thirty a.nd dinner from
six to seven.
Expense for an adult, November, 1901.
1. Operative expense - §4.53
2. Maintenance fund - . .60
3. Pood cost
v.
Total - $12. 915
Mrs. Helen C.Adams, 2021 kenwood Ave . ,XiOngv;ood, 111.
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A fixed sum was paid in advance on the first and fifteenth oi
each month, the balance at the end of the month. Any deficit in ac-
counts at the end of the month wr,s assuittied equally by the members.
The chief reason for failure was that a sufficient number of
congenial families could not be identified with the association in
a community the size of Longwood. Only neighbors and friendly ac-
quaintances were desired in order to preserve the family feeling
which was the charm of the whole thing and kept the association from
degenerating into a mere cooperative boarding house.
Morgantown, West Virginia.
One of the professors ii. the University of West Virginia, his
wife and two young ladies joined in cooperative housekeeping for six
months, the end coming, not with failure, but with changes in the
fami ly
.
They kept a maid and the married lad^;- took charge of the house-
keeping, each of the others sharing in the marketing and making out
of menus
.
One person acted as treasurer and all the expenses were quarter
ed. No effort was made at economy, the average expense being twenty-
five dollars each per month, but the return in satisfaction and com
fort was much greater than in boarding.
' Miss Hannah B. Clark, Knox College, Galesburg, 111
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New Yorl- City.
A large family in New Yot'k tried a successful experinent in
cooperative housekeeping. The family consisted of the mother and
her bachelor brother, both advanced in years, two young men sons, two
married daughters and their husbands, one child and an unmarried
daughter. These ten people lived cooperatively for several years and
saved a large sum to each family, breaking up, not because of frictio^,
but because some of the members left the city.
Their house had three parlors, so that quests could be entertain-
''by each family without disturbing the others. The rent was $1100.00
jper year, the percentage of rent to each family being divided as fol-
lows :
A. (Mother, bachelor brother, unmarried daughter and two young
men sons.) ----------- -.461 per mon . - ^42.26
B. (Daughter and husband) ------ .256 per mon. - 23.47
C. (Daughter, husband and child)- - - . 283 per mon. - 25.94
Total - - 91.57
Expenses of the house were divided into two classes.
1. Fuel, ice, house-furnishings, replacing breakage, servants*
wage, laundry, furnace.
2. (ras, table supplies, etc.
Of the first class, each family bore one-third of the expense;
||of the second class, each bore a fractional part as defined.
The amount of table supplies was divided among the number of
people at home. ^Vhen one of the family was away, the head of the sec-
jtion had one less share of the weekly expense. Extras were paid for
Harper's Bazaar, 1897, 30: 390-91.
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by the parties using them. Guests added one share to the family enter-
taining them, except general guests who /ere not counted at all.
The meals were prompt, a half hour grace being given, when the
dining room was lockect
.
A person could gain entrance and have special
service for ten cents, the amount thus received going to charity.
The labor was divided. The unmarried daughter did the marketing
from a list made out by the housekeeper in charge, and vms responsi-
ble for the care of the bed -rooms. The other work was superintended
by the married daughters, one of whoi.a acted as book-keeper.
Altruism surely belongs in the home and it must abound in the
I'utmost sense if family cooperative housekeeping is to be a success.
The willing, cheerful, hearty cooperation of all members of a
family in the necessary household duties v/ould be one solution of the
Idoraestic problem.
New York Suburb
.
Fifteen families in a subur^ b of ITew York once maintained a
laundry, a common dining room, (meals v/ere served at home for an ex-
tra charge) a billiard room and a small ball room.
Adults paid four dollars a week for board, the primary object
not being economy, but the sending of work out of the homes.
Palo Alto
, California.
Eight ffimilies, consisting of forty persons, decided to try co-
loperative housekeeping for a month. No outlay was necessary except
some boxes for carrying the food, since the use of a kitchen was do-
nated and the outfit loaned from the different homes.
A Chinese cook was hired and a student boy to carry the meals.
One of the housekeepers acted as book-keeper gratis, a committee or-
dered supplies and each housekeeper in turn catered for a week, daily
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orders being given her by the cook.
The food selected was of good quality and simple ris to variety,
untouched food being returned to the main kitchen. Expenses for the
month were divided among the number of individutil meals sent to each
family and the bills were sent to the head of each family. The average
cost of meals was fifteen cents, children half price.
The experiment continued for two years and v/as on the whole suc-
cessful, though it did not seem desirable to continue it.
The society kept cooperative childrens* nurses e.nd house-maids,
so that one girl received larger wages and did chamber work for three
or four families.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Six families, living side by side, joined in an experiment.
The one having the largest kitchen donated it as a general kitchen,
a superintendent was engaged and a first class cook and assistant.
The superintendent was paid ^30.00 per month with her room and
board, the cook $10.00 per week and an assistant |5.00 per week.'
There was no expense of fitting as utensils were donated from the
different houses and the dishes carried to and from the dining rooms
in each house.
Two kinds of meat were always provided and if roast beef was the
dinner dish, a small roast was bought for each family, which proved
an extravagant method, as left-overs could not be collected and v/aste
occurred. The project was abandoned in six months, because it was not
managed economically and the cook could not please all the families.
Ladies Home Journal, Jan. 1895, p. 14.
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Sioux City, Iowa.
Five families or twenty persons, began this experiment Jan. 1,
1902. It continued three months, was then reorganized and continued
three months longer.
A kitchen and dining room were rented for ten dollars per month,
a cook hired for twenty dollars per month and her room, and a young
man engaged to wash dishes and wait on the tables for his board.
Each family furnished its own table linen.
Ever;^'- Friday evening, the five ladies lingered in the dining
room and arranged menu cards for the following week. Each man took
his turn in serving as steward for tv^o weeks at a tine, buying food
in large quantities at discount. An abundance of good wholesome food
was provided at ^2,50 per week.
One of the members writes: "The experiment was all we expected
it to be and a success if one cares lees for the home life than for
the labor it brings. We attempted no cooperation further than the
kitchen and din ing room, but we think cooperative housekeeping prac-
tical if the people engaged in it are congenial."
Utica, Nev/ York
.
This experiment was begun in 1890 with tv/enty-tv/o members and in
six months had reached a membership of sixty, who paid ^3.50 per week
for board. As individuals they were above the middle class, finan-
cially and socially.
A president, secretary and board of managers were elected. A va-
cant house belonging to one of the members weis rented and the dining
room was furnished by the members with their ovm tables, dishes, etc •
Mrs. Emina M. Thomas, 79 Plant St., Utica,. Hew York.
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An experienced rnana£^er of a large boarding house was put in charge on
a sala y. She roomed in the house and hired a cook and five waitress-
es. The club continued three years £j:id finall;y disbanded because
it did not pay.
The cooking was excellent and there were always two kinds of
meat, all seasonable vegetables, and tvro kinds of dessert.
One of the members spoke very enthvisiastica''.ly about it and srdd
it ought to be the universal way of living. One man said that if the
club had continued his wife would probably be alive now.
Other experiments that ma.y be mentioned are those at Portage,
Nealsville and Madison, Wisconsin about which no information has been
obtained. The following is a suggestion for quite a different kind
of experiment
.
Pour housekeepers, who were near neighbors, discharged their
servants one summer and tried cooperative housekeeping on a new plan.
Each lady cooked for all four families the things she liked
best to make - pies, CMke, bread, salads, etc. The members of the
households were counted and materials paid for in proportion to the
number. The plan worked beautifully, the children carrying the food
from one house to another.
The laundry work for all the families vms done by one women at
a reasonable price, and a pair of Swedish sisters devoted a day each
week to all four houses, doing the sweeping, dusting and other
cleaning.
American Kitchen Magazine, 1902, 17: 238-39.
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Summer Colonies.
Another form of cooperation is gaining favor among those v/ho
spend the summer months in the country.
A dozen or more families rent or buy a farm locc.ted where hunt-
ing and fishing privileges can be secured for the year. On the farm
is the club house
-here one or more families can be housed at a time
and these must take their turn at an outing. In other cases the club
is composed of men who leave their families in the city and have a
hired family to cr.re for the lodge.
Sometimes six families are lodged for the summer in a group of
adjacent farm houses; or a few acres of land are laid out in garden
form with a central park. In the park is the ba-'-n for the cow, horse
and hens in common. Each family owns its own house and acres while
the drives and park are kept in order by a general contribution of
funds. Each family has its own fruit trees, garden and kitchen ar-
rangements, but many things a single family could not afford are to
be had by several families working together. Horses and cows are kept
for common use, four or more stables being -^educed to one and hired
help in proportion.
A farmer v^rites: I see no recison why two adjacent farmers should
not build houses much like the double houses of towns - just over the
line from each other. Of course the intimacy would require good neigh-
bors, but it would cultivate a useful rivalry in lawns, flowers and
orchards."
Independent, 1902, 5^^. : 1677-78.
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In the Adirondacks, at Onteora, a group of artists have built
cabins in a territory to which they hold the key. The life they lerd
is more or less cooperative, but rather the cooperation of a crowd
of friends than a serious effort to solve domestic problems.
At Lake Placid, Nev/ York, and other places in the mountains,
there are large clubs .vhich are cooperative in that receipts for
table, livery, boats, etc., are all spent to make these departments
as .good as possible.
The following letter will illustrate the plan of cooperation
now becoming popular at sea-side resorts.

(Inn n. Mch. 25 f 1903.
Miss M. Alice Matthews,
#208 E. Green St
• *
ChainpaicTi, 111?5 .
Dear Miss Matthews:
Your favor of the 20th carne during my absence
from the city; this accounts for my not replying before.
For your information I v/ill say that V7e have a cooperative
system at Hatchett's Point, South Lyme, Ct. This is our summer
place. There are five houses or cottages occupied by five fami-
lies; there is also a building called the Casino; tliis is wliat
might be called an elaborate affair for so small a place. All of
the cooking is done at the Casino and all meals are served there.
There is a steward or chef employed as siiperintendent . He fui-nish-
es all the supplies and he has under him four assistants. The
waiting on the tables is done by the girls employed in the cottages,
each family being served by the girl enployed by them.
We consider this an ideal way of living. The expense of the
Casino is divided up at the end of the season each faraiiy paying for
their proportion of meals served. There are three meals served
a day and the average cost per day is about 1^1.15 per plate.
This casino has been rimning for ten to tvrelve years and is
entirely satisfactory to every one. I don't knov^ of another place
where there are similar accoinmodations. I shall be glad to furnish
you with any additional information, if you so desire.
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Requirements fo^ success in cooi^erative housekeeping;
(The following quotations from letters and articles will indicate the
general trend of opinion concerning what is needed for success in
experiments in cooperative housekeeping.)
"Some ask if the principle of cooperation is r. sound one. As
applied to stores and other industries, the principle has had a some-
what checkered career, and though cooperative buying has in many in-
stances proved practicable, it may be doubted if the principle could
be applied in a more complicated social and economic enterprise.
As Lowell says, "Tht theory's plain enough,
It's just the human natur' side that's tough."
"Families would have to be people of like tastes and requirements
all wishing to live in the same spot; and they must have the reform-
er's zeal and more than the reformer's patience."
"Not practical until higher ideals a id altruistic viev/s obtain -
each must learn to find his own in another's good."
"If several families, either in one large or several ordinary
houses, undertake a joint kitchen, they must not only adopt a common
scale of table expense, but they must possess common tastes, otherwise
their meals must be cooked and served on a different scale at differ-
ent times to the great detriment of economy. Differences of means
and tastes would be trifles in comparison with the difficulty of man-
aging such an establishment."
" Congeniality of members is absolutely necessary."
"Ideal cooperation im )lies ideal cooperators and these it will

$4
be hard to find. It requires for success certain ^^ositive character-
istics, ability to subordinate the individual to the general welft.re,
sacrifice present comfort to future good, to decide whether an act
is right or wrong by making it general, and to put all questions on
an. impersonal basis."
"The relief from care shoii^'d have some money va"'ue, and people
should be willing to pay more than the same grade of living would
cost them if the work were done at home."
"Allowance must be made for certain inevitable mistakes."
"Everything must be well and definitely thought out in advance,
and only as much undertaken as the means at hand will allow, each
advance being made on a body of ascertained fact, while in all cases,
accounts of methods and results must be carefully recorded and kept
because of their value, even if negative in character, for later
labors in the same field."
"The entrance fee must be large enough to furnish one person'
with table articles and pay his percent of rent and servcints' wages.
The price of board must be settled by the purses of the members."
"There should be attractive, well-ordered service."
"Omissions should be reported to the manager."
"Open table fault finding should be prohibited."
"Don*t have too many advisers, too many theories."
"Much depends on the ability of the paid manager - she must be
educated, have a complete knowledge of good housekeeping in all its
details - selection, cooking, serving of food, proper carving, table-
setting; capable to choose and train cooks and maids, with tact to
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cont^'ol then and retain their respect, k common vomari who can mop
floors, who never kept help, who does not know a standing rib roast
from a fillet, real bread fr*om baked putty, or a well -served meal
from 'dishing things and throwing them at the boarde
-s' would wreck
any club."
"A so-called Board of I.Ianagers is a snare and a delusion, as v/eli!
as a disturbing element. A woman secretary and treasurer, to receive
and pay out funds on a set day each week and report every month along
with the manager to the entir*e club is the only elective officer re-
j
quired, her compensation being the best meals the house affords."
"The club committee should contract with wholesale producers and
purveyors for the supply of the kitchen, engage a chef and assistants^
at the usual salaries and fix the tariff at a rate to afford a fair
margin of profit, of which the chef and assistants should get a cer-
tain percent and the balance be distributed among the members on the
usual cooperative principle, in proportion to their purchases."
i|
"The kitchen should be supplied with the best range on the mar-
ket and larger and better cooking utensils than the average kitchen
affords." i
"Clubs should be administered on at least modified cooperative
j
and not ixirely economic principles."
j
"Largeness of scale is essential to econom^^, harmony, and prac-
.tical eft'iciency and guarantees the possibility of meeting various
means and tastes, but postulates professional or paid management,
which disposes of the difficulty of Joint managenent by the lady
heads".

Conclus.lorifi.
.
V/hat deduction is to be made from the record of all these ex-
periments and quotations? Is it that the theory has never had a fair-
trial
^
and that there is nothing impossible and absurd about it un-
less it be in its adaptation to average human nature? Some say that
we have yet to see cooperation tried on any such scale as we have
been assured shall give relief. It is at least evident that any real
improvement in domestic conditions must be brought about by educatior
along practical lines and by careful experiments.
Some of the agencies which will bring about this improvement
are the schools of Domestic Science, the National Housekeepers' Asso-
ciation, the sections of home economics in womeis* clubs, training
schools for house -v/orkers, employment agencies, the Conferences of
Home Economics, and the Collegiate Alumnae.
To the Boston Branch of Colle^^iate Alumnae we owe the pamphlet
that compares the cost of home-made and prepared food, which is a
result of only one of the many kinds of experiments being made in
domestic science research. '
"Tie solution of the servant problem rests not with th^ woman
who is able to see it only as it affects herself and her ho sehold,
but with the woman who sees it in its broad industrial and soci;.l
bearings. The present waste and uncertainty with which ou^ houses are
conducted is so at variance with the spirit of the times that it can
not long continue. By some agency, within or without, the adjustment
will be made."

Books containing theories or discussions of
Cooperative Living.
Bellamy, Edward
Looking backward. Bost. c' 1888.
Bellasny, Edward
Equality. N. Y. 1897.
Besant, Walter
Inner house. H. Y. 1888.
Campbell, Helen
Household economics. N. Y. 1893.
Gilman, Mrs. Charlotte Perkins (Stetson)
Woman and economics. Bost. 1900.
Howells, William Dean
Traveller from Altruria. H. Y. 1894.
Johnson, Mrs. M. W.
Central cooperative kitchens instead of private cooks. Lond.1897'
Miller, Joaquin
j
Building of the city beautiful. Chic. 1893. I
Morris, William
Dream of John Ball. Lond. 1888.
peirce, Mrs. Melusina Fay
Cooperative housekeeping; hov/ not to do it and how to do it.
Bost. 1884.
Salmon, Lucy
;
Domestic service. H. Y. 1901.
Wolff, M. "P.
Food for the million; a plan for starting public kitchens.
i
Lond . 1884
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